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Bacteria frequently exchange metabolites with other micro- and macro-organisms. In these often obligate

cross-feeding interactions, primary metabolites such as vitamins, amino acids, nucleotides, or growth

factors are exchanged. The widespread distribution of this type of metabolic interactions, however, is at

odds with evolutionary theory: why should an organism invest costly resources to benefit other

individuals rather than using these metabolites to maximize its own fitness? Recent empirical work has

shown that bacterial genotypes can significantly benefit from trading metabolites with other bacteria

relative to cells not engaging in such interactions. Here, we will provide a comprehensive overview over

the ecological factors and evolutionary mechanisms that have been identified to explain the evolution

and maintenance of metabolic mutualisms among microorganisms. Furthermore, we will highlight

general principles that underlie the adaptive evolution of interconnected microbial metabolic networks

as well as the evolutionary consequences that result for cells living in such communities.
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1 Introduction

Bacteria are amongst the most ancient life forms on our planet.1,2

Even, the last common universal ancestor (LUCA) has been sug-
gested to strongly resemble bacteria that dwell in extreme envi-
ronments.3,4 During their evolutionary history of about 3.2 billion
years, bacteria managed to colonize virtually every conceivable
habitat on earth including air, soil, water, as well as other
organisms such as animals and plants.5 Due to their widespread
distribution and high abundance, bacteria play signicant
ecological roles in driving global biogeochemical cycles,6 deter-
mining homeostasis of the biosphere,7 and controlling the
development, behaviour, and health of multicellular organisms.8

In nature, bacteria usually exist within taxonomically and
genotypically diverse communities.9–11 In these assemblages,
bacteria compete for a wide variety of limiting resources such as
favourable living spaces, nutrients, and minerals. Moreover,
due to their metabolic activities, bacteria transform the envi-
ronments they live in, thus drastically inuencing the growth
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and metabolism of other co-occurring organisms.12 Strong
selection pressures resulting from both of these factors have not
only given rise to a plethora of ecological interactions, but also
different bacterial strategies to survive and reproduce under
these conditions.10 Accordingly, a large proportion of a bacterial
cell's genetic material (between 17 and 42%) can encode traits
that are involved in mediating ecological interactions.13

For heuristic purposes, ecological interactions between two
individuals are typically classied based on the net tness effects
that result for the organisms involved. The typological spectrum of
interactions resulting from this classication scheme ranges from
antagonistic (i.e. negative tness consequences) over neutral (i.e.
no interaction) to benecial interactions (i.e. positive tness
consequences).10 Examples of antagonistic behaviours displayed
by bacteria include the active secretion of toxins such as colicins or
antibiotics that kill or inhibit the growth of other bacteria,14,15 thus
providing the toxin-producing bacteria with a competitive advan-
tage. Evolutionary theory predicts that natural selection should
favour such strategies that selshly enhance the tness of one
organism at the expense of another one.16 Indeed, a large body of
work has demonstrated the prevalence of antagonistic interactions
in natural microbial communities.10,16,17

However, in recent years, awareness has grown that bacteria
also show a range of cooperative behaviours, in which one
individual helps another one at a cost to itself. A good example
for this is so-called ‘public goods’. These are metabolites that
are costly to produce, yet are released into the extracellular
environment. As a consequence, these public goods do not only
benet the producing cell, but also other cells in the local group
or population. Examples include antibiotic-degrading
enzymes,18 motility-enhancing biosurfactants,19 matrix compo-
nents for biolms,20 or iron-scavenging molecules.21 Why would
cells invest resources into behaviours that can be easily
exploited by individuals that reap the benets without bearing
the costs for producing the public good? In most of the
abovementioned cases, the individual producing the public
good and the beneciaries are genealogically related. Thus, by
Silvio Waschina received his PhD
in Bioinformatics in 2016 from
the Friedrich-Schiller-University
in Jena, Germany, where he
studied the adaptive evolution of
bacterial metabolic networks.
Aer that he joined Christoph
Kaleta's group at the University
of Kiel, Germany, as a post-
doctoral fellow. His current
research focusses on the devel-
opment and application of novel
systems biology approaches to

elucidate the impact of metabolic processes within complex host-
associated bacterial communities on human health.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
helping its relatives, the cooperative individual can increase the
chance that its own genes are indirectly propagated. This so-
called ‘kin-selection’ can explain altruistic cooperative behav-
iours among closely related individuals.22

The situation, however, is different for synergistic interactions
that involve unrelated individuals or different species that recip-
rocally exchange metabolites such as sugars, growth factors, or
amino acids with each other.23 A number of recent studies have
suggested that these types of synergistic interactions might
actually be common in the prokaryotic world.24–27 Inmany of these
cases, the interactions are also obligatory for the individuals
involved, meaning they can only exist when the required metab-
olite is externally supplied, for example by another bacterium.25,26

This type of metabolic interactions begs an evolutionary expla-
nation: why should a bacterium give up its metabolic autonomy
and rather rely on other organisms to provide essential metabo-
lites? Moreover, why would a bacterial cell produce metabolites to
benet other, potentially unrelated individuals and not use these
resources to maximize its own tness?

In this article, we address these questions. By particularly
focussing on metabolic interactions between two or more
bacterial partners, we aim at developing a conceptual frame-
work that allows not only to classify different types of metabolic
interactions, but also to explain the evolution and maintenance
of these relationships. In addition, we analyse how common
metabolic cross-feeding interactions are in nature and what
evolutionary consequences result for the organisms involved.
The comprehensive picture that emerges from this analysis may
provide an orientation to scientists that are new to this inter-
esting eld of study and identify avenues for future research.
2 Metabolic cross-feeding
interactions
2.1 Historical account

A rst and important step in understanding the origin of meta-
bolic exchange in bacteria is to obtain a historical perspective on
Christian Kost completed his PhD
in 2006 in the group of Martin
Heil at the Max Planck Institute
for Chemical Ecology in Jena,
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joined the lab of Paul Rainey at
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the independent research group
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Evolution at the Max Planck
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professor for Ecology at the University of Osnabrück, Germany. His
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feeding interactions among microorganisms.
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the discovery of this phenomenon. Early studies on what is now
known as cross-feeding oen discuss the phenomenon in the
context of symbiosis.28,29 These studies mainly focussed on
microbial interactions that impact plant growth (e.g. root nodule
bacteria,30,31 mycorrhiza32) or play important roles for the
fermentation of dairy products (i.e. lactic acid bacteria33–35). Back
in 1887, Carl Garrè, a Swiss surgeon, was one of the rst to
mention that “one organism prepares food for another organism
by changing the medium on which it grows”.29 Later in 1892, the
British botanist Marshall Ward stumbled upon cross-feeding
while trying to unravel the mystery of the Ginger-beer Plant. The
substance in question is used to ferment ginger beer, a non-
alcoholic, naturally sweetened beverage, from saccharine and
ginger. Ward found out that this plant was, in effect, a symbiotic
association between a yeast and bacteria that formed solid, semi-
translucent, lumpy masses. More importantly, he found that an
exchange of metabolites between both partners was an integral
part of the fermentation process.36 Around this time, such mixed
cultures of microbes were referred to as microbial associations.29

In 1897, Wilhelm Pfeffer, a German botanist and plant physiolo-
gist, introduced the terms conjunctive and disjunctive symbiosis
to highlight the dependency of either partners for growth.37

Marshall Ward also proposed the use of terms like antibiosis and
metabiosis to distinguish between negative and positive effects
that result from an interaction for the partners involved.38

The term ‘cross-feeding’ was coined by Hermann Reinheimer
in 1921 – a British biologist who was interested in the evolutionary
signicance of cooperative symbiotic interactions.39 Reinheimer
suggested two terms to differentiate the source of food or metab-
olite, namely ‘in-feeding’ for within-kingdom exchange and cross-
feeding for between-kingdom exchange. This distinction, however,
was not adopted by the scientic community at large. Instead, the
term cross-feeding was subsequently used to describe interactions
that involved an exchange of molecules and, thus, enhanced
growth. Interestingly at this time, cross-feeding between auxotro-
phic strains was also used as a methodological tool to elucidate
biochemical pathways.40,41 Notable work was done by Veikko
Nurmikko, a Finnish microbiologist, who introduced the use of
dialysis chambers to separate two auxotrophic strains of lactic acid
bacteria such that they exchange metabolites via diffusion.42 In
subsequent years, metabolic cross-feeding interactions were used
to study the concerted degradation of herbicides43–45 or fatty
acids,46 the enhanced production of amino acids,47 and to char-
acterize auxotrophic strains.48–50 Interestingly, until today, mixed
cultures of natural bacterial isolates are employed to identify novel
pathways for the degradation of complex hydrocarbons like crude
oil51–53 or toxic industrial dyes.54,55

Towards the end of the 1980's, microbiologists began to
study bacterial interactions from an ecological and evolu-
tionary perspective. Among them, Julian Adams and co-workers
initiated long-term chemostat cultures of Escherichia coli in
glucose-limited conditions.56,57 An intriguing observation from
their continuous cultivation experiments was that bacterial
strains repeatedly evolved mutations in the acetyl CoA
synthetase enzyme. This mutation allowed the uptake of
exogenous acetate, resulting in a stable coexistence of these
mutants with wild type strains that secreted acetate as a by-
458 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
product of glucose metabolism.58 Several subsequent studies
analysed similar cases of diversifying selection in initially
clonal populations that resulted from the evolution of meta-
bolic cross-feeding interactions.59–62

In recent years, the phenomenon of metabolite exchange has
gained momentum with an increasing number of working
groups studying this type of ecological interactions from
different perspectives and using different methodological
approaches. However, depending on their research focus and
scientic background, a number of different terms are used to
describe qualitatively similar interactions. For example, terms
like syntrophy,63 synergism,27 symbiosis,28 mutualism,28 or
obligately mutualistic metabolism63 are oen used inter-
changeably. Each of these terms describes a reciprocal exchange
of molecules, yet in specic contexts. For instance, syntrophy
denotes cases where the metabolism of two organisms are
energetically coupled,63 while synergism simply refers to inter-
actions from which both interacting partners benet.27
2.2 Classication of cross-feeding interactions

Given that a number of different terminologies are used to
describe qualitatively similar ecological interactions, we begin
by providing an unambiguous and comprehensive classication
scheme to name different types of metabolic cross-feeding
interactions. Due to the focus of this review, we only discuss
interactions that involve an exchange of primary metabolites. In
reality, however, bacteria oen trade metabolites against other
benecial services such as detoxication of toxic metabolites or
protection from predators.10 Even though we do not treat these
interactions in detail, a similar nomenclature and conceptual
logic can be applied to them as well.

Our classication framework categorizes metabolic interac-
tions along two main axes: (i) the degree of reciprocity (i.e.
unidirectional versus bidirectional metabolite ow), and (ii) the
investment by the involved partners (i.e. the cost to produce the
exchanged metabolite) (Fig. 1). The rst parameter, degree of
reciprocity, categorizes cross-feeding interactions based on
whether the metabolite exchange is unidirectional (one-way) or
bidirectional (reciprocal) (Fig. 1). The second parameter,
investment, divides cross-feeding interactions according to the
cost of biosynthesis that the interacting partners bear during
the interaction, resulting into two sub-categories (i) by-product
cross-feeding (Fig. 1A and B) and (ii) cooperative cross-feeding
(Fig. 1C and D). By-product cross-feeding is the exchange of
metabolites that results from a selsh act of the producer.22 For
example, by-products can be secreted due to the degradation of
complex hydrocarbons,64 the accidental leakage of metabolites
through the bacterial membrane,65 or overowmetabolism.66 In
general, the production of metabolic by-products is indepen-
dent of the presence of an interaction partner and positively
correlated with producer's growth.

In contrast, cooperative cross-feeding occurs if one partner
actively invests resources to produce metabolites that benet an
interaction partner (Fig. 1C and D). In this case, the cooperating
cell is producing more of the metabolites than it would require
for its own growth. Enhanced levels of metabolite production
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 1 Types of cross-feeding interactions. Cross-feeding interactions
can be classified based on the degree of reciprocity (columns) and the
investment of the interacting partners (rows). (A) Unidirectional by-
product cross-feeding: one partner produces a metabolic by-product
that benefits the respective other. (B) Bidirectional by-product cross-
feeding: reciprocal exchange of metabolic by-products between two
partners. (C) By-product reciprocity: one partner produces a costly
metabolite to benefit another cell, which in turn supplies the producer
with increased amounts of a metabolic by-product. (D) Unidirectional
cooperative cross-feeding: one partner bears a cost for producing
a metabolite that benefits the respective other one. This box is marked
in grey, because this case is hypothetical and expected to be strongly
disfavoured by natural selection. (E) Bidirectional cooperative cross-
feeding: reciprocal exchange of a costly metabolite that benefits both
partners.
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can be caused by an increased expression of the corresponding
biosynthetic genes,67 a greater ux through the respective
metabolic pathway,68 diverting resources into the production of
a given metabolite,69,70 or harbouring a multi-copy plasmid that
encodes the biosynthetic genes.71 In any case, a cell bearing this
cost is signicantly less t than a cell that is not carrying the
burden of increased metabolite production.69 Thus, an impor-
tant difference between cooperative cross-feeding and an
exchange of by-products is that cooperative cross-feeding must
have been favoured by natural selection. In other words, a newly
emerged mutant that produces increased amounts of a given
metabolite found itself in an ecological setting, in which this
cooperative trait was selectively favoured despite the concomi-
tant tness costs.

When cross-feeding interactions are classied in these two
dimensions, it is possible to obtain ve different outcomes.

2.2.1 Unidirectional by-product cross-feeding. An interac-
tion, in which one cell releases a metabolic by-product that
benets another individual is called ‘unidirectional by-product
cross-feeding’ (Fig. 1A). Ecologically, this type of interaction is
equivalent to a commensalism. A classic example is the evolution
of acetate-cross-feeding in populations of E. coli,59 in which
glucose-utilizing cells release acetate as a metabolic by-product
into the growth environment. Even though acetate contains less
energy than glucose, it represents an unexploited resource. Thus,
mutants emerge than preferentially use acetate as a carbon source.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
2.2.2 Bidirectional by-product cross-feeding. Metabolic
interactions, in which by-products are reciprocally exchanged
between two partners, are classied as cases of ‘bidirectional by-
product cross-feeding’ (Fig. 1B). This phenomenon, which is
sometimes also referred to as synergism or proto-cooperation,
can, for example, be observed between ammonia oxidizing
microbes (AOM) and nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB).72 AOM
oxidize ammonia to give nitrite, which is converted to nitrate by
the NOB. However, a recent analysis shows that NOB (like
Nitrospora sp.) convert urea to ammonia and carbon dioxide,
which in turn is taken up by the AOM, thereby resulting in
a bidirectional by-product cross-feeding between AOM and
NOB.73

2.2.3 By-product reciprocity. The next constellation result-
ing from this classication scheme is a special case called ‘by-
product reciprocity’ (Fig. 1C).75,76 This interaction represents
a mixed case, in which one partner produces a costly metabolite
to benet its corresponding partner (i.e. a cooperative act), yet
receives metabolic by-product in return. In this case, the coop-
erative individual produces the costly metabolite to increase the
amount of by-product it obtains from its partner. Such an
instance of cross-feeding has been observed in experimental
cocultures of Salmonella enterica ser. Typhimurium and E. coli,
wherein E. coli depended on S. enterica for methionine, while S.
enterica consumed metabolic by-products released from E.
coli.69 When both strains evolved in coculture, S. enterica started
to produce signicantly higher amounts of methionine as
compared to evolved monocultures of S. enterica.69 In other
words, S. enterica started to actively invest in methionine
production to maximize the amount of metabolic by-products it
obtained from its partner.

2.2.4 Unidirectional cooperative cross-feeding. Unidirec-
tional cooperative cross-feeding is a possibility that only exists
theoretically (Fig. 1D). In reality, however, mutants that produce
metabolites without being rewarded for the increased invest-
ment are strongly selected against and thus should exist only
transiently.

2.2.5 Bidirectional cooperative cross-feeding. The term
‘bidirectional cooperative cross-feeding’ interaction denotes
cases, in which each of two partners produces a costly metab-
olite that benets the respective other type (Fig. 1E). Unfortu-
nately, due to a lack of the corresponding evolutionary
ancestors from which a given interaction evolved, it is usually
difficult if not impossible to infer cooperative cross-feeding in
natural microbial populations: control genotypes not showing
the focal interaction would be needed as a baseline, against
which genotypes displaying a cooperative investment can be
compared. This is why the best-studied examples come from
laboratories, in which this type of interaction has been
synthetically engineered. One of these synthetic cross-feeding
systems has been generated by gene deletions in E. coli.74 The
rst deletion rendered the cells dependent on a certain amino
acid for growth, while the second deletion increased production
of the metabolite required by the respective partner for growth.
Monocultures of each genotype were unable to grow and amino
acid overproduction resulted in a signicant tness cost for the
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 459
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corresponding mutants.74 In coculture, however, both types
were signicantly tter than the corresponding WT, from which
all mutants were generated.
2.3 Ways to study cross-feeding interactions

In the following two sections, we will provide an overview over
different methodological approaches that have been employed
to identify and characterize metabolic cross-feeding interac-
tions in bacteria (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Experimental identification of metabolic auxotrophies and obl
environments are plated on selective minimal medium agar plates. Auxotr
supply of metabolites such as amino acids, vitamins, or nucleotides, can
and unsupplemented medium. (B) Isolated strains (indicated in orange
characterize the type of cross-feeding interaction, in which they engage
mented with components to allow growth of a pre-culture. This cultu
filtration to obtain a cell-free supernatant, (ii) inoculation as a monoc
a coculture with the second genotype in unsupplemented minimal med
medium for the second genotype. By quantifying the growth of each ge
the growth between conditions (size of the correspondingly coloured circ
directionality (uni- or bidirectional), it can also be determined whether
ronment (white arrow between cells) or in a contact-dependent manne

460 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
2.3.1 Culture-dependent approaches. Isolating bacteria
from environmental samples on agar plates and observing their
growth patterns are classical microbiological techniques to
study cross-feeding interactions. For this, environmental
samples (e.g. soil, water, animal gut) are collected. Next,
bacteria are isolated and puried on suitable agar plates that
are oen composed of a rich growth medium to also allow
cultivation of strains with complex nutritional requirements.
Finally, the isolated strains are either grown in monoculture or
igate cross-feeding interactions. (A) Samples obtained from natural
ophic genotypes (shown in red), whose growth depends on an external
be identified by comparing their growth on metabolite-supplemented
and green) are subjected to different diagnostic growth conditions to
. Both genotypes are first grown in a minimal medium that is supple-
re is then exposed to three growth conditions: (i) centrifugation and
ulture in unsupplemented minimal medium, and (iii) inoculation as
ium. The cell-free supernatant of one genotype serves as the culture
notype in each condition (+ ¼ growth, � ¼ no growth) and comparing
les), the type of cross-feeding interaction can be identified. Besides the
nutrients are exchanged via a transfer through the extracellular envi-
r (black lines connecting cells).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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together with different partners in dened minimal growth
media. Finding that some of the isolated strains can only grow
in coculture yet not alone, is strongly pointing towards meta-
bolic interactions (Fig. 2).77 Subsequently, the isolated partners
and the exchanged compounds can be identied by genomic
and chemical analyses, respectively.

Sequencing, the whole genomes of the isolated strains and/
or manipulating their genome (e.g. by mutagenesis) can shed
further light on the molecular basis of the observed interaction.
Intrinsic problems of this type of approaches are that only
a fraction of the bacteria that were actually present in an envi-
ronmental sample can be isolated and cultivated under labo-
ratory conditions (see Section 4.5). Moreover, conditions that
bacteria face in nature (e.g. spatial structure of soil particles,
availability of specic nutrients, pH, etc.) are difficult to simu-
late under laboratory conditions. Moreover, mixing a certain
number of different strains in all possible combinations of
pairwise cocultures77,78 might bring together strains that would
not meet in their natural habitat, thereby biasing the view on
the true spectrum of existing interactions. Nevertheless,
culture-dependent approaches have provided valuable insights
into the rich diversity of metabolic interactions that exists
within microbial communities (Fig. 2, Table S1†)79–82 and
should be seen complementary to the so-called culture-
independent approaches.

2.3.2 Culture-independent approaches. The development
of various meta-omics techniques revolutionized the study of
microbial communities, because it allowed to also include
prokaryotes that cannot be cultivated under laboratory condi-
tions. Many studies using these approaches predicted meta-
bolic cross-feeding interactions among community members
through sequencing and annotating the metagenome of the
community or the whole genome of individual clones.83–86

Moreover, the combination of selective staining methods (e.g.
uorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)) with high-resolution
microscopic techniques affords to analyse spatial arrange-
ments within microbial communities, and thus use close
spatial proximities as an indicator for possible metabolic
interactions.87–89 On the other hand, comparing changes in the
transcriptomes of cells in mono- and cocultures (using micro-
array, RNA-Seq; Table S1†) provides a powerful tool to qualita-
tively analyse ecological interactions between two bacterial
genotypes. The up-regulation of genes in coculture, which are
involved in the production of certain metabolites, hints at
a possible exchange of these compounds.79,90,91 The next step is
usually the chemical identication of the exchanged metabo-
lites in the cell-external environment using mass-spectrometry-
or NMR-based approaches.92–94

The major advantage of culture-independent approaches is
that they provide hypotheses without the laborious and poten-
tially biased isolation of environmental microorganisms. A
downside, however, is that these techniques strongly depend on
the quality of both the extraction process (i.e. DNA, RNA, or
proteins) and the obtained reads. Furthermore, divergent
sequences, the presence of metabolic enzyme homologs, and
promiscuous enzymes with yet uncharacterized catalytic capa-
bilities could lead to a potential overestimation of metabolic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
dependencies. As a consequence, the performed studies mainly
provide hypotheses that need to be veried in subsequent
experiments. Thus, many recent studies combine culture-
dependent and independent approaches as complementary
techniques to capture a more holistic picture of the microbial
community.79,90,95
2.4 Distribution of cross-feeding interactions in nature

How prevalent is metabolite cross-feeding in nature? To address
this question, we have screened the available literature for
cases, which experimentally demonstrated cross-feeding of
building block metabolites in natural bacterial isolates (Table
S1†). In total, 77 studies were included that reported about 135
different interactions covering the period of 1952 to 2016. The
metabolites identied in these studies were divided into the
following six main categories: carbon source, nitrogen source,
amino acids, nucleotides, vitamins, and others (i.e. phos-
phorus, iron, or organic compounds). Hormones, growth
factors, or electron exchange were deliberately excluded from
the analysis.

The results of this meta-analysis indicated that metabolite
cross-feeding is indeed very common both among different
bacterial species and between bacteria and members of other
kingdoms including archaea, fungi, animals, protists, and
plants (Fig. 3). Moreover, cross-feeding of different molecules
(Fig. 3B) was remarkably diverse with regards to the lifestyle of
the involved partners and the habitats, in which the interaction
occurred68,88,96–99 (Table S1†). Another insight that emerged from
this comparative analysis was that in many cases, interacting
bacterial cells tended to be localized in close spatial proximity,
presumably to facilitate an exchange of metabolites.87,89 In
general, photosynthetic and nitrogen-xing organisms
commonly traded carbon and nitrogen respectively against
other commodities,94,100,101 which represents a major input of
these fundamental elements into the global biochemical cycles.

Strikingly, the nature of the exchanged metabolites drasti-
cally depended on the corresponding partner, with which
bacteria interacted (Fig. 3C). For example, plants and protists
tended to mainly provide bacteria with (assimilated)
carbon.102–104 In return, bacteria commonly supplied plants with
nitrogen102 and algae with vitamins, which �50% of all algal
species cannot produce autonomously.105 In general, bacteria
are an important source of nitrogen for fungi, protists, plants,
and animals. Animals commonly provide shelter and food to
bacteria (e.g. in the gut99), while receiving a wide range of the
metabolites including amino acids and vitamins in return.
Interestingly, based on the collected data, bacteria are the only
partner who cross-feed nucleotides either with other bacteria106

or with members of other kingdoms.91

Our literature survey also revealed that some specic types of
cross-feeding interactions attracted more research attention
than others. It is important to keep in mind that this pattern
does not reect an increased prevalence of these interactions in
nature. For example, cross-feeding between Streptococcus and
Lactobacillus has been extensively studied during the last
decades, because of the biotechnological interest in these
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 461
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Fig. 3 Prevalence of metabolic cross-feeding interactions. Data is the result of a meta-analysis of 78 studies that included 135 different cross-
feeding interactions (Table S1†). (A) Metabolic cross-feeding interactions (edges) between bacteria (n ¼ 68). Bacteria from the same order are
summarized in nodes and nodes are grouped by the respective phylum. Numbers within nodes represent instances of within-order cross-
feeding interactions. The thickness of edges indicates the number of different metabolites that are exchanged. (B) Interactions between bacteria
and organisms from other kingdoms (n ¼ 67). Edge thickness is scaled as in (A) and its colour corresponds to the partner that is producing the
exchanged metabolite. (C) Percentage of specific metabolite classes that are either received (upper half) or produced (lower half) by bacteria in
cross-feeding interactions relative to the total number of cases in each category (n ¼ 135).
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strains that are used in dairy production. On the other hand,
many interactions remain likely undiscovered, because of a lack
of scientic inquiry or because technical difficulties thwart the
isolation and analysis of the partners involved.
Fig. 4 Mechanisms of metabolite transfer. Molecules can be trans-
ferred from one cell to another one using (A–D) contact-indepen-
dent- or (E–H) contact-dependentmeans of cross-feeding in bacteria.
Contact-independent mechanisms that are based on the diffusion
through the extracellular environment require a release of the
exchanged molecule by (A) a passive diffusion across the cellular
membrane115,116,425 or (B) an active transport of molecules via
membrane-based transporters.125,126 Alternatively, chemicals can be
transferred via membrane vesicles with (C) a bilayer formed of the
outer and inner membrane140,141 or (D) a single membrane.142 A
contact-dependent exchange of metabolites between two cells can
be mediated by (E) outer membrane vesicles that link to form
a chain.143 or (F) intercellular nanotubes that allow an exchange of
cytoplasmic contents.145,147 Moreover, also (G) flagella-like struc-
tures67,148 or (H) a direct surface contact149,150 can facilitate the
exchange of metabolites between cells.
2.5 Mechanisms of metabolite transfer

Given that cross-feeding is so common in the microbial world
(Fig. 3, Table S1†), the question arises how metabolites are
transferred between bacterial cells. Considering the large
variety of bacterial lifestyles (e.g. biolm growth versus
planktonic cells, endosymbionts versus free-living bacteria)
as well as the structural diversity of metabolites that can be
exchanged, it is likely that bacteria use different mechanisms
to transfer material from one cell to another one. Modes of
metabolite exchange can be classied into contact-
independent and contact-dependent. In this context,
‘contact’ refers to a direct physical connection between two or
more interacting cells.

2.5.1 Contact-independent mechanisms. Planktonic cells
use various mechanisms to exchange metabolites via the
extracellular environment (Fig. 4A–D). A metabolite transfer
via the surrounding medium can result from an intentional or
unintentional release of the focal metabolite into the envi-
ronment, or alternatively, through the budding-off of vesicles
that contain the exchanged good. By secreting a metabolite
into the surrounding, it is made available to all neighbouring
cells. Such a so-called ‘public good’ can, however, cannot only
be used by the intended recipient (e.g. other cooperative cells),
but also by other, non-cooperating genotypes in the
surrounding. Another disadvantage of this mode of transfer is
that the released metabolite might be chemically altered,107,108

degraded,109,110 or be lost by diffusion. An alternative transfer
mechanism that can help to solve some of these problems is to
exchange membrane vesicles that contain the traded
commodity. Such vesicles not only protect the transported
molecules, but potentially also allow for a more specic and
targeted exchange.111

2.5.1.1 Passive diffusion. The process of passive diffusion
includes the passage of molecules through the cell membrane,
oen along concentration gradients and without the involve-
ment of ATP (Fig. 4A). This type of exchange is commonly
observed for small molecules like hydrogen, formate, potas-
sium, volatile compounds like methanol,112 as well as metabo-
lites like vitamins,103 acetate,113 amino acids, and intermediates
of the TCA cycle (e.g. 2-ketoglutaric acid, gluconate).114 Metab-
olites that are transferred in this way are oen released as
a result of overow metabolism,66 thus giving rise to interac-
tions, in which by-products are being exchanged.

In this type of interactions, the speed of diffusion limits the
exchange of metabolites and thus the growth of both interacting
partners. For instance, Syntrophomonas wolfei and Meth-
anobacterium formicicum exchange either hydrogen or formate
as an electron carrier depending on the spatial distance
between cells.115 Close proximity promotes electron transfer via
hydrogen, because of its rapid diffusion through the medium,
whereas formate is used for longer-distances.116
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
2.5.1.2 Active transport. Molecules that require an active
transport are usually unable to cross the bacterial membrane due
to their molecular weight, charge, or polarity. Examples include
some amino acids,117 siderophores,118,119 enzymes,120 poly-
mers,121,122 and vitamins.23 In these cases, the exchanged mole-
cule needs to be exported into the extracellular environment,
involving energy-dependent transport systems such as the ATP-
binding cassette (ABC) transporter family123 or the phospho-
transferase system.124 Also, corrinoids, a group of compounds,
which consist of four pyrrole rings, fall into this category.23 Both
Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria feature specic
transporters for corrinoids (i.e. BtuFCD and BtuBFCD, respec-
tively).125 Cobalamin (i.e. vitamin B12) is such a corrinoid, which
is actively transported through the bacterial membrane. Cobal-
amin and its analogues have been identied in human faeces
and are likely produced by members of the gut community.
However, not all prokaryotes in the human gut can synthesize
cobalamin. For instance, Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron contains
multiple transporters for the uptake of externally available
cobalamin,126 suggesting corrinoid cross-feeding in the gut.

2.5.1.3 Vesicle-mediated transport. Membrane vesicles (MVs)
are small, spherical encapsulations that form via protrusion of
the outer membrane and subsequent pinching off from the
cell127–129 (Fig. 4C and D). For this reason, MVs consist primarily
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 463
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of outer membrane material (i.e. proteins, lipopolysaccharides,
phospholipids) and encapsulate periplasmic components such
as proteins,130–133 enzymes,18,134,135 nucleic acids,136 or signalling
molecules.137,138 In addition, bacterial MVs are well-known
shuttles for communication signals, which are especially
common in pathogenic bacteria.128,131,139 As such, MVs provide
an enclosed, protected environment for the exchanged mole-
cules from the external chemical milieu.

Currently, two types of membrane vesicles are known from
bacterial isolates. The rst and most common type are outer
membrane vesicles (OMVs). The second kind of vesicles are
called outer–inner membrane vesicles (O-IMVs). These O-IMVs
are formed by the protrusion of both the inner and outer
membrane and contain cellular contents, especially nucleic
acids.140 O-IMVs have been detected in Shewanella vesiculosa,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Neisseria gonorrhoeae, and Acineto-
bacter baumannii.141

Membrane vesicles are common and produced by a variety of
different bacterial species. Until recently, research on MVs has
mainly focussed on their role in transporting virulence factors
from bacteria to host cells. Hence, little is known on whether
MVs are also involved in transferring nutrients between bacte-
rial cells. An exception is a study, in which the marine cyano-
bacterium Prochlorococcus was shown to release large quantities
of OMVs.142 Besides DNA and RNA, OMVs also contained
protein, which supported the growth of other marine bacteria
such as Altermonas sp. and Halomonas sp., indicating cross-
feeding of organic carbon. More work is necessary to fully
evaluate the role of MVs as a means to shuttle nutrients between
bacterial cells.

2.5.2 Contact-dependent mechanisms. Contact-dependent
means of metabolite transfer are per denition based on
a physical contact between interacting cells and in some cases,
involve dedicated structures to shuttle materials from one cell
to another one. Thus, these types of mechanisms require not
only an increased energetic investment to establish these
structures, but also a strategy to nd and connect to suitable
interaction partners. General advantages of this mode of
transfer are that the exchanged molecules are protected from
the extracellular milieu and that interactions partners can
potentially be specically chosen.

2.5.2.1 Vesicle chains. OMVs are not only used as trans-
porting agents themselves, but also as building block mate-
rials to establish cell–cell conduits (Fig. 4E). For instance,
predatory bacteria of the species Myxococcus xanthus link
multiple individual membrane vesicles together to from so-
called vesicle chains.143 The MVs within these chains
contain lipids, sugars (fucose and mannose), carbohydrates
(N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylgalactoseamine), and
certain proteins that are required for coordinated movement
(CglB and Tgl).144 Vesicle chains provide an intercellular
network for material transport. The molecular details,
however, of how materials are transported within these
interconnected vesicles, remain unknown.

2.5.2.2 Nanotubes. Advancement in imaging techniques to
study cocultures of interacting bacteria has led to the discovery
of several structures that might be used to transfer cytoplasmic
464 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
materials between bacterial cells (Fig. 4F). For example,
unshaken cells of Bacillus subtilis, for example, use nanotubes
for shuttling cytoplasmic proteins and plasmid DNA to cells of
the same or different bacterial species.145,146 These tubes were
observed to connect neighbouring cells (intercellular nano-
tubes) as well as extend from cells into the surrounding
(extending nanotubes).146 The membranous envelope of these
structures was found to be constricted at certain points, giving
the tube a sequential, bead-like appearance with a continuous
lumen that is similar to the abovementioned vesicle chains.146

In another study, nanotubes were found to be used to transport
essential amino acids between auxotrophic genotypes of E. coli
that have been incubated under shaking conditions.147 Here,
intercellular connections consisted of membrane-derived
lipids, showed a continuous lumen, and were used to trans-
port cytoplasmic materials between bacterial cells of the same
or different species. In both nanotube-forming species (i.e. B.
subtilis and E. coli) it remains unclear whether interaction
partners are actively chosen (e.g. by receptors on the cell surface
or chemotaxis) or if cell-attachment is unspecic (e.g. mediated
by non-specic adhesins or sticky polymers).

2.5.2.3 Flagella-like laments. A contact-dependent
exchange of metabolites does not always rely on dedicated
structures such as membrane vesicles or nanotubes, but can
also be facilitated by already existing structures that are repur-
posed (Fig. 4G). The fermentative bacterium Pelotomaculum
thermopropionicum was shown to form aggregates when cocul-
tured with the methanogen Methanothermobacter thermauto-
trophicus to facilitate the transfer of hydrogen.148 Analysis of
these aggregates indicated that agellae were mediating this
interaction.67 Gene expression analysis conrmed that binding
of a agellin protein (i.e. FliD) induced an up-regulation of
genes for enzymes involved in methanogenesis. Thus, the
agellum is not only used to ensure physical proximity, but also
to synchronize the metabolism of both interacting partners.

2.5.2.4 Cell–cell contact. The formation of extracellular
appendages like nanotubes likely represents a signicant cost
to nutrient-limited cells, which should be avoided by cross-
feeding bacteria. When cells are in close physical contact,
such as within multicellular aggregates, the metabolite
exchange is likely assisted by direct membrane contact
(Fig. 4H). The green sulfur bacterium Prosthecochloris aestaurii
for example is photoautotrophic, yet requires an electron donor
to grow. The latter can be provided by a heterotrophic partner
such as Geobacter sulfurreducens,149 which supports growth of P.
aestaurii when both partners show an intimate cell contact.
Additionally, a trans-outer membrane cytochrome complex in
G. sulfurreducens was shown to be essential for cross-feeding of
electrons. Another case of direct cell contact mediating an
exchange of cytoplasmic materials was observed in a synthetic
consortium of Clostridium acetobutylicum and Desulfovibrio
vulgaris Hildenborough.150 In these cocultures, D. vulgaris could
grow despite its inability to grow in monoculture. Differential
labelling of cytoplasmic membrane and the peptidoglycan
showed the absence of the peptidoglycan layer in the region of
cell contact.150
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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3 The evolution and maintenance of
metabolic cross-feeding interactions

The reported ubiquity of metabolic cross-feeding interactions in
bacteria raises a fundamental question: why should bacterial
cells start to actively invest resources to benet other, poten-
tially unrelated individuals? Natural selection predicts that
organisms should maximize their tness at the expense of
others. How does this reconcile with an exchange of biosyn-
thetic products that, in many cases, incurs signicant tness
costs to the producing cell? For cooperative interactions, such
as an exchange of costly metabolites, evolutionary theory
predicts strategies should be favoured that reap cooperative
benets without reciprocating.22 These non-cooperating types,
which utilize exchanged metabolites without contributing to
their production, gain a signicant tness advantage over cells
carrying this burden. Ultimately, the short-term advantage
gained by such non-cooperators can, at least theoretically, result
in an extinction of cooperating genotypes,151,152 thus represent-
ing a permanent threat to the existence of cooperative cross-
feeding interactions. Consequently, a theory to solve this so-
called tragedy of the commons needs to not only explain the
emergence of reciprocal cross-feeding interactions, but also to
provide mechanisms that can help explain the persistence of
these cooperative relationships in the long-run.

The problem, however, is multi-faceted, since different levels
of biological organization can affect the dynamics of cross-
feeding interactions in different ways. This is because cross-
feeding interactions are strongly inuenced by, for example,
(i) the mode of function and regulation of the individual
enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of the exchanged metab-
olites, (ii) the cellular allocation of limited resources (e.g.
nutrients, expression machinery, space) to the cellular func-
tions that are required for the cross-feeding interaction, as well
as (iii) the biotic composition of the bacterial community that
determines the frequency of potential producers and
consumers of exchanged metabolites. Also features of the
ecological environment like (i) the diffusibility of chemicals, (ii)
the availability of nutrients, or (iii) the degree of spatial struc-
turing will decide about the evolutionary fate of a metabolic
cross-feeding interaction.

Hence, understanding the evolutionary trajectories that lead
to obligate cross-feeding interactions requires the identication
of the metabolic, physiological, and ecological factors enabling
metabolite exchange as well as the evolutionary mechanism
stabilising these interactions in the bacteria's natural
environment.
3.1 Metabolic factors

3.1.1 Economics of microbial metabolite trade. Any
biosynthetic function that consumes resources incurs a meta-
bolic cost to the cell, because the used resources are not avail-
able anymore for other cellular processes. In general, bacterial
cells face the problem to optimally allocate limited resources to
different cellular functions.153 One particular resource alloca-
tion problem is the distribution of uxes (i.e. the rate at which
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
ametabolic substrate is converted to a specic product) through
the metabolic network to optimally provide building block
metabolites like amino acids, nucleotides, or lipids for cell
growth.154 The biosynthesis of each of these metabolites has
a metabolic cost that depends on the resource requirement of
the corresponding biosynthetic pathway. As cellular resources
and available nutrients in the environment are usually limited,
the anabolism of a bacterium is closely linked to its tness.12 As
a consequence, a resource-efficient and tightly controlled
metabolite production is vital for an organism to successfully
compete with other co-occurring species for limited resources.
In the case of cross-feeding interactions, each of the two inter-
acting partners invests parts of its resources into the production
of shared metabolites. A potential explanation that can account
for this behaviour is a division of metabolic labour: the costs for
producing increased amounts of metabolites to allow growth of
interaction partners may be less than the energy saved for not
having to produce other metabolites that each cell receives in
return.74

This situation strongly resembles trading interactions in
human societies and there is growing appreciation in the
scientic literature that the advantage of metabolic trade in
bacterial communities can be assessed by applying economic
models.155,156 One particular useful concept to investigate
biochemical interdependencies between microorganisms is the
theoretical framework of comparative advantages. In 1814,
David Ricardo developed this economic theory to explain how
two countries could benet from international trade.157

Comparative advantages can quantitatively explain how the
resource costs to produce required goods (e.g. metabolites) can
translate into mutual benets if two parties (e.g. different
bacterial species) engage in trade of the respective goods
(Fig. 5). Hence, such comparative advantages are likely impor-
tant preconditions for the evolution of specialisation and
cooperative biological trade.156

Also, trade-offs in the cellular metabolic networks of single
organisms could explain the benets of metabolite exchange
between different cells. Metabolic trade-offs occur if improving
the metabolic cost efficiency of one metabolic process or
pathway (e.g. due to adaptations) is coupled with increased
costs for a different process. Such biochemical conicts are
known to play a central role in the evolution of specialisation158

and several trade-offs have been identied for a wide range of
different metabolic processes in bacteria (for a recent review see
Ferenci, 2010 (ref. 159)). Thus, trading metabolites may allow
bacteria to increase resource efficiency by segregating conict-
ing metabolic pathways into separate cells.160

3.1.2 Molecular basis for comparative advantages and
biochemical conicts in metabolite production. Several studies
stress the importance of metabolic trade-offs24,158,161 and
comparative advantages155,162 for the adaptive evolution of
cooperative cross-feeding interactions. However, what molec-
ular mechanisms could cause trade-offs and/or comparative
advantages in metabolite production within bacterial commu-
nities? Quantitative tness consequences of metabolic trade in
synthetic bacterial communities are oen explained by the
architecture of the underlying metabolic network or the
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 465
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Fig. 5 Economics of microbial metabolite trade and the role of
comparative advantages. The scheme depicts the consequences on
cell growth resulting from two opposing metabolic strategies, meta-
bolic autonomy (above) and metabolite trade (below), in the presence
of comparative advantages. Two bacteria (x and y) require two
metabolites (red and blue) for cell growth. Each organism uses
a different substrate from the environment and is able to produce each
metabolite from the respective substrate. Both organisms differ in their
metabolic costs to produce the two metabolites: bacterium x requires
3 units of its substrate to produce 1 unit of the red metabolite and 1.5
units substrate to produce the blue metabolite. In contrast, bacterium
y requires 0.5 units of its substrate to produce the red metabolite and 1
unit substrate to synthesise the blue metabolite. Hence, organism y
has an absolute advantage to produce both the red and the blue
metabolite, as it requires less units of resources to synthesize them
compared to bacterium x. However, organism x has a comparative
advantage to produce the blue metabolite, because it can produce
twice as many blue as red metabolites when it reallocates all resources
from the production of red metabolites to the synthesis of blue.
Analogously, organism y has a comparative advantage to produce the
blue metabolite over the production of the red metabolite. Let us
assume, that red and blue metabolites are required in equal quantities
for cell growth. In case of metabolic autonomy, bacterium x requires 9
units of its resource to produce 2 units each of the red and blue
metabolite. y requires 3 units of its resource to produce the same
amounts. If each organism specialises for the biosynthesis of the
metabolite for which it has the comparative advantage (x: blue, y: red)
and trades half of the produced metabolites with the other organisms,
each organism can dedicate 50% more of each metabolite to its
growth, while consuming the same amount of resources. Thus, the
trade of the red and blue metabolites can be mutually beneficial to
both organisms. Adapted from ref. 155.
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topology of the corresponding biosynthetic pathway.25,70 This is
because the structure of a species' metabolic network, which
determines its ability to produce a given metabolite from
available substrates (Fig. 6), is known to determine metabolite
production costs.163–165

3.1.2.1 Molecular causes of comparative advantages. Differ-
ences in the architecture of metabolic networks and/or different
resource preferences between bacterial species can entail
different costs for metabolite production. This can cause
reciprocal comparative advantages that can promote the
evolution of cross-feeding interactions. Since different species
466 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
oen differ in the structure of their metabolic network, it is
likely that these species also differ in their biosynthetic costs to
produce different metabolites.166 Hence, reciprocal comparative
advantages likely exist between phylogenetically distant species,
which also differ in the structures of their metabolic
networks.155

Another possibility of how the metabolic network structure
can generate comparative advantages are different substrate
preferences among bacteria. Coexisting bacterial species
frequently utilise a distinct sub-set of carbon sources that are
available in the environment.167,168 Different carbon sources
oen enter the metabolic network at different locations
(Fig. 6B). It has been shown that the point, at which a carbon
source enters the central metabolic network, strongly affects the
distribution of metabolic uxes169,170 and, in this way, also the
production costs of individual amino acids.164 Hence, a conse-
quence of diverse carbon source preferences is that one species
of the bacterial community can have a comparative advantage
in the biosynthetic cost efficiency of a specic set of metabolites
over another species, which in turn has a comparative advan-
tage in the production of another set of metabolites (Fig. 6C).

Comparative advantages can also arise in bacterial communi-
ties due to spatial structure. In a spatially structured bacterial
population, cells may experience unequal access to different
resources due to a heterogeneous distribution of chemicals on
a micro-scale.171 For instance, in bacterial biolms, nutrients are
mainly accessible for cells residing close to the surface. In
contrast, excreted metabolic by-products are likely enriched in the
inner part of the biolm and therefore more available to cells that
dwell in the subsurface.171,172 In fact, it has been observed for
a variety of different biolm-forming bacteria that cells exhibit
distinct metabolic phenotypes depending on their positioning
within the biolm and thus, the local environmental conditions to
which cells are exposed.173 Such differences in metabolic pheno-
types may cause reciprocal comparative advantages in the
production of different metabolites that can promote cross-
feeding interactions between different cells within the biolm.

However, heterogeneity in metabolic phenotypes within
bacterial populations is not limited to spatially structured
environments or species with different genetically determined
metabolic capabilities. Phenotypic heterogeneity can also arise
in homogenous environments,174,175 which in turn can give rise
to reciprocal comparative advantages between different
phenotypes, thereby promoting a cooperative exchange of
metabolites. Bacterial populations frequently display heteroge-
neity, where two essential metabolic functions are partitioned
between two subpopulations. Prominent examples are nitrogen
xation and photosynthesis in cyanobacteria176 or acetate and
acetoin production in Bacillus subtilis populations.177

3.1.2.2 Molecular causes of biochemical conicts. Biochem-
ical conicts between two metabolic functions commonly arise
due to resource allocation trade-offs.159 Different metabolic
functions usually compete for the same cellular resources, e.g.
the same precursor metabolites, ATP, or the use of the cellular
transcription-/translation machinery.163 Importantly, resources
that are consumed by one metabolic function are not available
anymore to another one. Thus, the metabolic ux through one
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 6 Possible advantages of metabolite cross-feeding. (A) Cross-feeding interaction of two metabolites (blue and red triangles) between two
different bacterial strains x and y. Each strain uses a different growth substrate (black square/hexagon). (B) Scheme of the central metabolic
networks including glycolysis, Pentose Phosphate Pathway (PPP), and TCA cycle. The two distinct substrates enter the metabolic networks at
different positions. The reactions that are significantly involved in the chemical transformation from the substrate to the exchanged metabolites
are highlighted in blue or red, respectively. Gear wheels denote the biosynthetic machineries (i.e. enzymes) that utilise precursor metabolites
from central metabolic pathways for the production of the focal metabolites. (C) Schematic diagram of the differences of metabolic costs to
synthesize the blue and red metabolites between the different strains. (D) Growth and fitness consequences of metabolic trade. The effect of
metabolic trade for strain x is thus a function of the benefits b for not having to synthesise the redmetaboliteminus the costs d that are associated
with the overproduction of the metabolite that is produced to cover the demand of strain y. The fitness/growth effect of the cross-feeding
interaction for strain y is determined by the benefits b that y receives by not having to synthesise the blue metabolite minus the costs d to
synthesise the red metabolite for strain x.
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pathway might limit the activity of other metabolic
processes.178,179 Segregating such antagonistic biochemical
processes into different bacterial cells can resolve the
biochemical conict between them.158

The above-mentioned examples illustrate that comparative
advantages, and biochemical conicts in metabolite production
between co-occurring organisms are prevalent in natural
bacterial communities and are thus important determinants for
the evolution of cooperative metabolite exchange. While
biochemical conicts and comparative advantages can explain
the mutual tness benet that results from metabolic cross-
feeding interactions, it is important to note that in isolation
they are not sufficient to explain the evolution of cooperative
interactions, since they do not provide a mechanism to prevent
the exploitation of exchanged metabolites by non-cooperating
cells (see Section 3.5).
3.2 Metabolite leakage: the rst step towards the evolution
of metabolic interactions

Many metabolic functions are leaky, which means that the
products of these biochemical transformations are released
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
into the extracellular environment, thus making them available
to other cells180,181 (Fig. 7A and B). Metabolite leakage can
facilitate the evolution of unidirectional by-product cross-
feeding interactions as well as metabolic interdependence
(Fig. 7A). This is because neighbouring cells can take advantage
of the released resource, thus saving the costs of producing
these metabolites by themselves (see Section 3.3). Cells, which
use the metabolic by-products of other cells, adjust their
metabolism by redistributing metabolic uxes, which in-turn
can cause leakage of other metabolites. The resulting mosaic
of different metabolic strategies potentially provides the
basis for the emergence of newmetabolic dependencies (Fig. 7B
and C).
3.3 Emergence of by-product cross-feeding through gene
loss

Loss or deactivation of a metabolic gene by mutation can render
the survival of the resulting auxotrophic mutant contingent on
an environmental supply of the focal metabolite. Potential
sources for this metabolite are besides decaying organic matter,
mainly other eukaryotic182–184 or prokaryotic organisms in the
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 467
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Fig. 7 Hypothetical model to explain the evolution of cooperative
metabolic cross-feeding. (A) Initially, each of two strains have the
metabolic capacity (gear wheels) to synthesize the two growth-
required metabolites (red triangles and blue circles). Besides the
biosynthesis for cell growth, both strains release a fraction of the
produced metabolites into the environment (i.e. metabolite leakage,
see Section 3.2). (B and C) Metabolites that are released as by-products
are available to neighbouring cells. Losing the capacity to synthesize
one of the focal compounds and use environmental pools instead
(empty arrows) provides a growth advantage (see Section 3.3) and thus
results in the establishment of (B) unidirectional and eventually (C)
bidirectional cross-feeding interactions. (D) When by-products are
reciprocally exchanged, one partner can benefit from unilaterally
increasing its metabolite production (filled arrow), because it auto-
matically increases the amount of metabolic by-products (here: blue
metabolite) it receives in return. (E) Cooperative cross-feeding inter-
actions emerge if each of the involved organisms starts to actively
invest resources into metabolite production to benefit the respective
partner. Benefits received by the organisms in each step are indicated
by increasing cell size.

468 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
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mutant's environment.185–187 Thus, the mutational loss of
a conditionally-essential biosynthetic gene is a key step towards
the establishment of an obligate metabolic cross-feeding
interaction (Fig. 7B).

3.3.1 Auxotrophies are common in nature. In nature,
bacterial genome sizes vary greatly188 ranging from the largest
genomes of about 14 Mb (i.e. Sorangium cellulosum)189 to the
smallest known genomes of 0.16 Mb (i.e. Candidatus Carso-
nella).190 The lower end of this spectrum includes many
genomes, which are signicantly smaller than the estimated
minimal genome size for autonomous bacterial growth and
survival of �400 kb.190 Interestingly, even seemingly identical
members of the same bacterial species can differ greatly in their
gene repertoire.191,192 Observation of this recurring pattern in
several bacterial taxa like Salmonella, Escherichia, and Pro-
chlorococcus has led to the development of a concept called the
pan-genome.193–195 In this framework, all genes that are found in
all isolates/genotypes of a given species are called the core
genome, while genes that are only present in some genomes are
referred to as the pan- or auxiliary genome.194 Systematic anal-
yses, in which the ability of known bacterial genomes to
produce all primary metabolites a bacterium requires for
growth was scrutinized, revealed that in fact 76% of all 949
eubacterial genomes analysed were unable to produce at least
one of 25 different metabolites.26 Interestingly, the list of pre-
dicted auxotrophic taxa did not only contain endosymbiotic
bacteria, but also many bacteria with a free-living lifestyle.
Hence, metabolic auxotrophies are likely common in natural
microbial communities.

3.3.2 Evolutionary mechanisms driving the loss of biosyn-
thetic genes and functions. What drives the loss of biosynthetic
functions from bacterial genomes? Two main evolutionary
mechanisms have been suggested to account for these losses:
adaptive advantages and genetic dri. Mutants that have lost
the ability to autonomously produce a certain metabolite can be
selectively favoured over metabolically autonomous genotypes,
when the focal compound is sufficiently available in the cell's
environment. Alternatively, even if auxotrophic mutants suffer
of a reduced tness relative to prototrophic cells, random
genetic dri in small bacterial populations (e.g. of a bacterial
endosymbiont) can result in the xation of these maladaptive
mutations on a population-level. Thus, both the environmental
availability of metabolites and the size of bacterial populations
need to be taken into account when explaining the widespread
distribution of biosynthetic loss-of-function mutants in natural
microbial communities.

3.3.2.1 Adaptive loss of biosynthetic functions in metabolite-
rich environments. In principle, two evolutionary explanations
can account for an adaptive loss of genes. First, selection is
expected to remove a subset of genes from a bacterial genome
that might not be essential in a given environment. Retaining
genes that do not contribute to a bacterial cell's tness is costly,
because of the burden resulting from the functioning of the
corresponding gene products within the cellular context.196

Moreover, the expression of unneeded proteins reduces the
amount of resources that are available for other cellular
processes.197,198 This is why mutants that lack these non-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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required functions may be adaptively favoured and thus
increase in frequency relative to types that still carry these
genes. This process, which is called genome-streamlining,199,200

can be considered as a way to cellular economization.199,201 This
process should be particularly important in large bacterial
populations, where the effect of natural selection is very
strong.201–203 As a consequence, any tness-enhancing mutation
including loss-of-function mutations (e.g. deletions, frame-
shis) will be xed in the population. Indeed, many free-
living bacteria such as Prochlorococcus204 or Candidatus Pelagi-
bacter ubique,203 which are oligotrophic and live in aquatic
ecosystems that are relatively nutrient-decient yet stable in
terms of resource turnover,205 feature genomes of reduced sizes.

The second possibility is that selection favours a loss of
biosynthetic functions in bacteria, when the resultingmetabolic
deciency can be compensated by an environmental uptake of
the corresponding compound. Indeed, several laboratory-based
studies with Bacillus subtilis,206 Escherichia coli,26,207 and Pseu-
domonas uorescens208 clearly showed that amino acid auxotro-
phic bacterial strains gain a signicant growth advantage (i.e.
up to 20% relative to their prototrophic counterpart) when the
metabolite they require for growth was sufficiently available in
the environment. What can explain the strong tness advantage
observed in auxotrophic genotypes? Zamenhof and Eichhorn
(1967), who rst described this phenomenon, suggested that
when the metabolite is present in the extracellular environ-
ment, bacteria that shut down their endogenous machinery to
produce the metabolite gain a selective advantage over proto-
trophic cells, because they save the costs associated with
producing the metabolite.206 Costs that could be saved by
auxotrophic bacteria include (i) energetic costs that are required
to drive biochemical reactions,163,165 (ii) ribosome costs that
accrue for building the translational machinery,197,209 (iii)
protein costs that stem from the need to produce the biosyn-
thetic protein machinery,209 as well as (iv) carbon costs that
result from the allocation of raw materials to produce the focal
metabolite.164 All in all, a signicant proportion of a bacterial
cell's energy budget is allocated to amino acid biosynthesis.165

Given that many natural habitats of bacteria are rich in
metabolites that bacterial cells require for growth (e.g. amino
acids,210,211 vitamins,212 and nucleobases213), it appears plausible
that natural selection may favour auxotrophic mutants that save
the costs of metabolite production in these environments.

Compelling evidence for the importance of natural selection
for driving gene loss in bacteria comes from several evolution
experiments.196,214 Lee and Marx (2012) found that non-
essential, accessory genes were frequently lost from almost
80% of evolving Methylobacterium extorquens AM1 populations
that adapted to minimal medium.214 In this case, gene loss was
accompanied by an increase in tness, suggesting that selection
favoured the loss of unneeded genes when adapting to a specic
environment.214 In another study, Koskiniemi (2012) tested the
tness consequences196 of losing stretches of DNA from the
genome of the bacterium Salmonella enterica and found that
tness-increasing deletions were rapidly xed in populations
that had been serially propagated in the same nutrient envi-
ronment. Furthermore, E. coli populations that were selected in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
an amino acid-containing environment frequently lost the
ability to autonomously biosynthesize these metabolites, with
the evolved auxotrophies conferring an adaptive advantage.207

3.3.2.1.1 Mutational deactivation versus transcriptional
down-regulation of metabolic genes. If gene loss is so benecial,
why then do bacteria not downregulate their biosynthetic
machinery when the corresponding product is sufficiently
available in the extracellular environment? In this way, cells
could enjoy the benets resulting from gene deactivation, yet
retain the ability to grow autonomously when external metab-
olite pools are depleted. Two main reasons likely explain why
a mutational gene loss or deactivation is probably more
important in the context of metabolic cross-feeding interactions
than a regulatory inactivation of the same biosynthetic path-
ways. First, the ability to sense environmental conditions in
order to determine whether or not it is benecial to switch from
an autonomous metabolite production to an environmental
uptake requires the maintenance of an extensive sensory and
regulatory machinery. The production andmaintenance of such
a system likely requires a signicant investment of resources
and these costs would have to be outweighed by benets
resulting from it – even if the system remains in a certain
conguration for extended periods of time. Second, a cell that is
able to switch between an environmental uptake and an
autonomous metabolite production has to be tter than a cell,
which specializes in just one strategy. A signicant factor that
works to the disadvantage of a regulation-based phenotype is
the time and energy it takes to switch between both states.
Indeed, a prototrophic genotype of E. coli that was cultivated in
a minimal medium only rarely used environmentally supplied
amino acids, while an auxotrophic loss-of-function mutant of
the same genetic background gained a signicant tness
advantage from tapping this resource.26 Even though it is not
known at the moment whether the same pattern is true for
other species as well, the above example clearly illustrates that
auxotrophic and prototrophic cells are in different physiological
states147,215,216 and that at least prototrophic E. coli cells do not
downregulate their amino acid biosynthetic pathways to
become functional auxotrophs when the corresponding
metabolites are sufficiently available in the environment.26

3.3.2.2 Random genetic dri. The second main evolutionary
mechanism that has been suggested to explain the loss of
biosynthetic genes from bacterial genomes is random genetic
dri. In populations of small size, random changes in allele
frequencies can result in the xation of maladaptive genes.
Accordingly, genetic dri has been suggested to be the main
cause for the extreme genome reduction that is commonly
observed in endosymbiotic or endoparasitic bacteria.185,217,218

Several arguments seem to support this interpretation.
First, bacterial populations within host cells are usually

small (103 to 104 cells per ml) and are subject to repeated
reductions in their size (i.e. population bottlenecks) during
transmission from parent host to its offspring.182,218,219 A
reduction in effective population sizes (Ne) can greatly affect the
impact of genetic dri.203,219 Ne is the size of an idealized pop-
ulation that experiences the same magnitude of genetic dri as
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 469
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an existing population.203,219,220 However, this important
parameter is difficult to estimate due to the stochasticity of
genetic dri.201,203 Accordingly, the xation probability of
a mutant allele in a given populations depends on the product
of Ne and s (i.e. the coefficient of selection).201,203 When Nes > 1,
the fate of the mutant allele is primarily determined by selec-
tion, whereas when Nes <1, genetic dri determines the xation
probability of this allele.201,203,219,220 Thus, when Ne is low,
mutations with deleterious effects can persist and even become
xed in the populations,219 because under these conditions,
natural selection is less effective in eliminating deleterious
mutation.201

Second, intracellular bacteria live in a nutrient-rich and
rather constant environment. Thus, losing essential biosyn-
thetic functions may not be penalized as strongly as is the case
for bacteria living in nutrient-limiting conditions.

Third, reduced or absent levels of recombination in the
intracellular environment of the host signicantly restrict the
opportunity to purge deleterious mutations.218,219 As a conse-
quence, deleterious mutations even in key biosynthetic genes
accumulate in the genome – a process, which has been termed
Muller's Ratchet.201,218 Given that deletions of genes from
bacterial genomes appear to be much more common than
insertions,200,221 Muller's Ratchet is likely an important evolu-
tionary force to account for gene loss in small bacterial pop-
ulations. Indeed, Salmonella typhimurium populations that were
repeatedly subjected to single-cell bottlenecks in rich medium
revealed slow-growing phenotypes and auxotrophic loss of
function mutants, which the authors interpret as evidence for
an accumulation of deleterious mutations.222 Overwhelming
evidence for the loss of biosynthetic genes from endosymbiotic
or endoparasitic genomes stems from comparative genomic
studies.184,185,223 Unfortunately, due to difficulties to cultivate the
bacterial strains involved, it is oen not possible to quantify the
tness consequences resulting from gene loss for the corre-
sponding genotypes. Moreover, it oen remains unclear
whether dri or selection caused the observed pattern.

3.3.3 Physiological consequences of biosynthetic gene loss.
The mutational inactivation of a conditionally-essential
biosynthetic gene can profoundly affect the physiology and
behaviour of the ensuing auxotrophic genotype. Many of these
changes help the nutrient-deprived cell to cope with starvation
for the focal metabolite. For instance, it has been shown that
amino acid auxotrophic E. coli strains increase the expression
levels of genes associated with cross-membrane transport of the
required metabolite.26,224

Moreover, the loss of a biosynthetic gene that causes
metabolite starvation is well-known to trigger a stringent
cellular response, which globally reorganizes the metabolism to
economise available resources.215,224 Another consequence of
auxotrophy-causing mutations, which has been observed in
several species, is the formation of intercellular nanotubes145,147

(Fig. 4F). These physical intercellular connections allow the
auxotrophic mutant to derive the focal metabolite from other
cells that are still able to produce the required metabolite.
Taken together, the abovementioned cellular responses to
biosynthetic gene loss represent immediate physiological
470 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
consequences that promote the evolution of cross-feeding
interactions by either helping to establish unidirectional
interactions or by adjusting their own metabolic processes to
efficiently use the exchanged compounds.

3.4 The emergence of by-product reciprocity

A central step towards the evolution of cooperative cross-
feeding interactions is the transition from pure by-product
cross-feeding between two interacting organisms (Fig. 7C) to
an interaction, in which costly metabolites are actively
produced by one individual to benet the corresponding
partner (Fig. 7E). This transitional step includes the so-called
by-product reciprocity interactions, where one organism
performs a costly cooperative act such as an enhanced
production of a metabolite, which is consumed by the corre-
sponding partner. The actively overproduced metabolite bene-
ts the recipient organism by fuelling its metabolic processes.
As a consequence of the enhanced metabolic activity, the
recipient organisms release higher amounts of metabolic by-
products, thus beneting the organisms that perform the
cooperative act (Fig. 7D).225–227

It is well-known that increasing the metabolic rate of
a microorganism (i.e. population growth) also elevates the
amount of metabolic by-products that are released.56,227 Thus,
for two organisms that reciprocally exchange metabolic by-
products, any mutation that will increase the production
levels of the exchanged metabolite in one of the two partners,
will be immediately rewarded by increased return levels. This
automatic feed-back not only stabilizes the costly cooperative
investment, but also paves the way for the evolution of recip-
rocal cooperative cross-feeding interactions.

3.5 Evolution of cooperative cross-feeding

The challenge with explaining the evolution of cooperative cross
feeding lies in the fact that cooperation, such as the over-
production of metabolites, is costly. Thus, non-cooperating
free-riders that do not contribute to the production of the
traded metabolite may still benet from the cooperative inter-
action. Consequently, whenever both cooperators and non-
cooperators have an equal probability to gain access to the
cooperative public good, natural selection predicts non-
cooperative genotypes to increase in frequency, which may
ultimately result in a collapse of the cooperative interac-
tion.22,228–230 Another potential problem in complex microbial
communities is that even if cooperative cross-feeding evolved,
the respective genotypes need to ensure continued interaction
with other, metabolically complementary genotypes.231 Hence,
a key question in this context is which evolutionary mecha-
nisms can stabilize metabolic cross-feeding within and between
bacterial species.

An answer to this question needs to take both the ecophys-
iological intricacies of the focal interaction as well as its eco-
evolutionary context into account.232 For example, metabolite
exchange via diffusion through the extracellular environment
intrinsically imposes several limitations on conditions under
which cross feeding can exist. In well-mixed environments,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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these so-called public goods should theoretically be equally
available to both producing and non-producing cells167,231 and
are thus prone to exploitation. Alternatively, metabolites may be
transferred in a contact-dependent manner (e.g. via intercellular
nanotubes147), which restricts the access to the exchanged
metabolites. The ecological conditions under which cross-
feeding between bacterial genotypes showing either means of
metabolite transport can be maintained, is therefore drastically
divergent, and will likely result in divergent evolutionary
outcomes.

3.5.1 Positive assortment. Many different evolutionary
mechanisms have been suggested to facilitate the emergence
and maintenance of cooperative interactions in microbial
communities.22,232–234 Several of these have been identied for
other forms of microbial cooperation than cooperative cross-
feeding. However, in many cases, their logic applies equally
well to interactions, in which costly metabolites are exchanged.
A major conceptual advance in the eld was the recognition by
Fletcher & Doebeli (2009) that cooperation will be favoured by
natural selection whenever mechanisms exist that either (i)
increase the probability that cooperative phenotypes repeatedly
interact with other cooperators and/or (ii) decreases the chance
of cooperators to encounter non-cooperators.235 The beauty of
this concept, which has been termed ‘positive assortment’, is
that it accommodates both interactions within- and between-
species. Previously, intraspecic cooperation was mainly
Fig. 8 Evolutionary mechanisms promoting the emergence and mainte
cells represent cooperating genotypes with halos depicting exchanged
assortment of cooperating genotypes is either achieved by partner fide
dispersal in spatially structured environments or from budding/fission eve
fidelity can be due to permanent associations between partners, as is
mechanisms can be direct or indirect, with the former being achieved by d
to an active discrimination against unsuitable or non-cooperative cells.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
explained by Hamilton's rule, which predicts that selection will
favour cooperative behaviours, if the benets to the recipient
times the relatedness between actor and recipient outweigh the
costs to the actor.228 The concept of relatedness, however, does
clearly not apply to interactions between different species. This
is why a range of different theoretical models and conceptual
approaches had to be devised for this case.229,235–241

3.5.2 Mechanisms promoting positive assortment. In the
following, we will classify mechanisms that have been previ-
ously suggested to facilitate positive assortment of coopera-
tive phenotypes and which are relevant to the evolution of
cooperative cross-feeding. Our framework divides mecha-
nisms into two main categories (Fig. 8): (i) partner delity (i.e.
staying together232) – i.e. mechanisms that ensure repeated
interactions among cooperators due to a physical co-
localisation, and (ii) partner choice (i.e. coming together232)
– i.e. mechanisms that facilitate either the localisation and
subsequent association with suitable interaction partners or
the antagonizing of unsuitable interaction partners. Each of
these main categories can be further subdivided. Partner
delity can result from limited dispersal in spatially struc-
tured environments or be due to permanent adhesion among
interacting cells when new groups of cells are formed (Fig. 8).
Alternatively, permanent associations such as endosymbiosis
or epibiosis can also facilitate repeated interactions among
cooperative phenotypes.
nance of metabolic cooperation by positive assortment. Red and blue
metabolites, while black cells indicate non-cooperating cells. Positive
lity or partner choice mechanism. Partner fidelity results from limited
nts of multicellular clusters (vertical transmission). Alternatively, partner
the case for endosymbiotic or epibiotic interactions. Partner choice
etection or recognition of potential partner cells, while the latter is due

Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 471
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Partner choice can be subdivided into direct and indirect
mechanisms (Fig. 8). Direct partner choice can be due to
detection, which involves the active nding and subsequent
interaction with specic genotypes or recognition that allows
cross-feeding genotypes to identify compatible genotypes.
Alternatively, indirect partner choice mechanisms operate via
the exclusion or inactivation of non-cooperating genotypes. The
resulting local enrichment of cooperating cells can also facili-
tate positive assortment.

These mechanisms should not be seen as mutually exclusive,
but multiple processes can operate simultaneously. The
contact-dependent inhibition (CDI) system, for instance,
exemplies the combination of partner choice by specic
adhesion with non-partner discrimination via inactivation of
targeted cells.242 Here, a two-component secretion system
facilitates binding and toxin delivery into target cells that
display specic receptors. However, carriers of immunity
proteins, such as close relatives of the cell expressing the CDI
system, are unharmed. This system is widely distributed in
alpha-, beta-, and gamma-proteobacteria242 and can even
mediate the specic assembly of multicellular biolm
communities.243,244 Below, we will explain each of these mech-
anisms in more detail and highlight a number of relevant
examples.

3.5.2.1 Partner delity
3.5.2.1.1 Limited dispersal. Limited dispersal refers to cases,

in which groups of cells that exchange metabolites with each
other, remain associated for extended periods of time. This type
of increased population viscosity emerges in spatially struc-
tured communities that grow on surfaces or in multicellular
aggregates.

In recent years, overwhelming evidence has accumulated
that bacteria mainly grow attached to surfaces (i.e. a biolm) or
other bacteria (i.e. free-oating clusters), and thus prefer an
aggregative lifestyle over a planktonic, free-living state.245–248

Simulations demonstrated the formation of such groups can
not only facilitate cooperative interactions,249 but also conicts
among group members.250 Hence, the benet of a newly estab-
lished cooperation needs to outweigh the negative effect of
conicts and increased competition in local groups of cells.
Importantly, the formation of biolms and cell clusters can be
caused by a number of non-social reasons, such as the protec-
tion from the abiotic (oxygen, pH, and drought) and biotic
environment (predation,251,252 competition, and immune
system), colonisation of favourable substrates (energy- and
carbon-sources), or joint niche construction and exploitation
(synergism).253

Once established, several important consequences result for
cells that grow in spatially structured communities. First,
metabolites that are released into the cell-external environment
potentially accumulate254 and are thus increasingly available to
resident cells. Second, local feedbacks increase the tness of
cell patches with a favourable combination of genotypes, while
groups of incompatible types show weaker growth. This results
in an interesting effect: the enhanced growth of cooperative
groups leads to a spatial segregation of cooperating and non-
cooperating cells and thus a spatial exclusion of non-
472 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
cooperators from the shared goods.167,255–258 This pattern
emerges due to a self-organization of initially well-mixed pop-
ulations256,257,259–262 and can even prevent the invasion of non-
cooperative, motile cells.263 This aspect of matrix-assisted pop-
ulation structure can be conceptualized as a passive means of
non-cooperator exclusion. In combination, these effects
strongly favour the evolution and maintenance of cooperative
cross-feeding interactions as evidenced by numerous theoret-
ical241,259,264 as well as experimental studies.255,256,258,261,265–267

Empirical evidence from syntrophic bacterial communities
further corroborates this interpretation: the spatial distribution
of metabolically interdependent members appears to be key to
the functioning of these consortia.268,269 Taken together, various
lines of evidence suggest that positive assortment in spatially
structured populations can promote cooperation.

Bacterial cells that live in a spatially structured, aggregative
community face the problem that with increasing cell density,
competition for resources such as space and nutrients also
increases. Thus, at one point, colonies need to disperse to
populate new substrates. For cells that have started to engage in
obligate cooperative cross-feeding, it is therefore crucial to
remain associated with other, metabolically complementary
cells. Since parts of biolms are known to get detached,246 they
likely function as a propagule to initiate a new biolm. Notably,
groups of cells that protrude from a biolm or cell cluster are
prone to be detached and dispersed more easily. In fact, this is
the case for highly productive local groups.270 In this way, cells
that are more cooperative, are more likely to transmit offspring
to the next generation, thus enhancing selection for cooperative
phenotypes. This type of group dispersal, which represents
a type of vertical transmission, ensures that complementary and
potentially coevolved genotypes interact for extended periods of
time (Fig. 8). This is also the case for planktonic macrostruc-
tures and multicellular magnetotactic prokaryotes (MMPs) that
exhibit propagule formation and ssion of whole cell groups,
respectively.253,271

3.5.2.1.2 Permanent associations. Extreme cases of staying
together are permanent associations (Fig. 8), where prokaryotic
cells either live on (epibiosis) or in (endosymbiosis) another
organism. Examples include associations among archaea272 as
well as interactions of bacteria with other bacteria,273–276

fungi,277–281 protists,282–286 or multicellular eukaryotes.284,287,288

A characteristic feature of these associations is the enormous
potential of vertical transmission over evolutionary time when
new generations of host–symbiont interactions are established.
The tight tness coupling of cells living in such close associa-
tions aligns their evolutionary interests, thereby limiting
conicts among interacting partners. This is particularly
promoted by the fact that the tness of these consortia is oen
not a property of individual cells any more, but an emergent
feature that results from the interaction among host and
symbiont. Selection acting on this level is therefore expected to
increase complementarity and enhance metabolic cooperation
among partners. Indeed, known cases of both epibiosis and
endosymbiosis are frequently based on the reciprocal exchange
of metabolites between both partners (Fig. 3B). Thus, to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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understand these systems, it is key to identify the causal
mechanisms that initiate the assembly of these associations as
well as the evolutionary forces that can tip the balance in favour
of cooperative cross-feeding.

The rst step in the evolution of a stable endosymbiosis is
that a bacterial cell enters the intra- or intercellular environ-
ment of its host. Even though cases exist where environmental,
commensal or already mutualistic bacteria successfully estab-
lished as endosymbionts,289 parasitic bacterial strains have an
advantage. Their intrinsic ability to enter host cells or tissues
despite the presence of anti-bacterial defence strategies (e.g.
immune system) enables them to persistently colonize the
host.277 This then provides the opportunity for natural selection
to transform the initially antagonistic interaction into a mutu-
ally benecial one. This is corroborated by phylogenetic studies
showing that proteobacterial mutualists were more frequently
derived from parasitic than from free-living ancestors.290 Even if
bacterial lineages do not feature strategies to repeatedly re-
infect their host or be vertically transmitted, the host might
strongly benet from evolving means to transmit benecial
symbionts to its offspring itself.289 Unfortunately, direct exper-
imental evidence to identify the factors that complete the
transition to an obligately endosymbiotic association is lacking,
thus complicating the exact assignment of cause and effect. Two
key requirements that likely need to be fullled are (i) a strict
vertical transfer of bacterial symbionts across host generations
and (ii) a mutual benet arising from this interaction. When-
ever these criteria are fullled, natural selection can act on the
symbiotic interaction. Common outcomes of this coevolu-
tionary process are a drastic reduction in genome size of the
symbiotic bacteria288,291 as well as the emergence of a metabolic
complementarity of host and symbiont, where many different
metabolites, precursors, or biochemical functions are recipro-
cally exchanged.292

The conditions favouring epibiotic associations are rather
similar to the ones described previously for endosymbiotic
interactions. The prospective epibiont needs to exhibit either
features of a parasite or benecial characteristics of a mutualist
to allow repeated interactions with the respective host. In both
cases, the ability to attach to the host is required, ultimately
enabling the epibiont to exploit and adapt to the resources
released by the host. This initially one-sided interaction opens
the door to evolve a reciprocal exchange of metabolites, given
that host and epibiont complement each other.282,293 Benets
that are associated with this interaction for the host and/or the
epibiont favour a permanent association. Host–epibiont
coevolution as well as competition with other groups of hosts
and epibionts should intensify reciprocal interactions like
cooperative cross-feeding.

An example for epibiosis is the TM7 phylotype (TM7x) that is
obligately associated with Actinomyces odontolyticus in the oral
cavity.273 The epibiont TM7 features a drastically reduced
genome (�700 genes)273 and derives all of its amino acids from
its host A. odontolyticus. In phases of extreme starvation, TM7
can even kill its host, thus classifying as a parasitic interaction.
Another well-studied case is the phototrophic consortium
Chlorochromatium aggregatum, in which a agellated b-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
proteobacterium within the family Comamonadaceae is sur-
rounded by Chlorobium chlorochromatii, a green sulfur bacte-
rium.294 In these physiologically highly intertwined consortia,
the central bacterium provides motility and receives photosyn-
thetically xed carbon in return from its epibionts.

3.5.2.2 Partner choice. Partner choice is the second main
principle that facilitates positive assortment among cooperative
genotypes via either selecting preferred interaction partners
(direct partner choice) or antagonizing undesirable or unsuit-
able cells (indirect partner choice).

Important to recognize for partner choice mechanisms is
that they inherently rely on a mixing of interaction partners
aer every round of association and disassociation. A conse-
quence of this is that these intermittent periods of mixing
reduce the chance to repeatedly encounter the exact same
genotype in subsequent rounds of interaction. Under these
conditions, mutations, whose effects are highly partner-specic,
are less likely to spread in the global gene pool, simply because
they reduce the number of potential interaction partners. On
the other hand, more favourable combinations of interaction
partners could result from this process than would be expected
to emerge in a regime exclusively relying on limited dispersal.
However, at the moment, the above-mentioned population-
genetic consequences are purely hypothetical and await exper-
imental validation.

3.5.2.2.1 Direct partner choice. Detection as a partner choice
mechanism involves the ability of bacterial strains, which are
unable to produce certain metabolites autonomously, to nd
and identify other cells that are capable of providing these
metabolites. This can be achieved in different ways. First, other
cells or groups of cells release the required metabolite into the
environment and the focal cell uses chemotaxis to trace the
source of these metabolites. More cooperative cells will release
more metabolites and are thus easier to nd. Hence, the
required metabolite is the most reliable indicator of
a producing cell and should thus be the preferred cue for an
auxotrophic cell. However, the focal cell can also use other
chemicals to nd suitable cells via positive chemotaxis. Here, in
principle any metabolite, which can be sensed and followed
along a concentration gradient, can serve as a cue. For example,
quorum sensing, when used as a means of interspecic
communication,295,296 can reveal the species identity of the sig-
nalling cell and with it also the potential of competition297 or
metabolic compatibility.298 For interactions with higher organ-
isms, bacteria are well-known to show a specic chemotactic
response towards their hosts,299–302 while so far only few exper-
imental examples of chemotaxis as a means of recognition
among different bacterial species exist.248,303,304 Recently, Laga-
nenka et al. (2016) reported that chemotactic accumulation
followed by autoaggregation can also occur within species,
which in this case, was mediated by the quorum sensing signal
autoinducer-2 within populations of E. coli.305 In general,
bacteria feature very sensitive molecular machineries to sense
metabolites and quorum sensing molecules.306,307 Even though
these systems likely evolved in a different ecological context,
they can dramatically enhance the ability of cells to identify
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 473
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possible interaction partners, even in taxonomically diverse
communities.

Even though the ability to nd other cells can lead to positive
assortment, this mechanism alone cannot explain the evolution
or maintenance of cooperative cross-feeding. Positive feedback
among interactions partners is again also necessary to operate
in parallel: more cooperative cells that show positive chemo-
taxis have a tness advantage over non-cooperative or non-
chemotactic cells, thus increasing their frequency in the local
community. This means that aer detection of suitable cells,
metabolites that are produced and exchanged must preferen-
tially benet cooperative interaction partners. This can be
achieved by recognition mechanism (specic or unspecic) that
allow attachment or group formation (see below). Indeed, the
combination of chemical signalling with subsequent interspe-
cies aggregation was recently observed in a mutually benecial
interaction between two bacterial species isolated from iron
snow.248 More research, however, is necessary to fully evaluate
the potential of this, at the moment rather theoretical possi-
bility, to serve as a mechanism to identify suitable interaction
partners.

The secondmain group of direct partner choice mechanisms
is called recognition. Bacterial cells can recognize suitable
interaction partners in two fundamentally different ways. First,
recognition can be passive, by unspecically attaching to other
cells in the environment. In this case, growth of the focal cell
will depend on the metabolic complementarity and coopera-
tivity of the more or less randomly chosen interaction partner.
Nevertheless, positive feed-back within interacting groups
should increase the frequency of cooperators in a given pop-
ulation and thus raise the chance for a cooperative cell to
encounter other cooperative cross-feeders in subsequent
rounds of attachment and detachment (i.e. positive
assortment).

Second, bacterial cells can be equipped with mechanisms,
which allow them to specically adhere to clonemates or
members of other species that feature certain characteris-
tics.263,308 In the context of biolm formation, such behaviours
are commonly referred to as co-aggregation.308,309 One evolu-
tionary advantage of specic adhesion over random attachment
is that specic adhesion minimizes the chance of associating
with harmful, non-complementary, or non-cooperative geno-
types. Moreover, adhesion can be key to the establishment of
functional groups such as for the joint degradation of organic
matter and the associated successful development of multi-
species biolms.308,309 Adhesion over multiple generations
nally causes progeny to locally accumulate in clusters. Such
a formation of interacting groups helps in directing resources to
closely-related, cooperative genotypes. Thus, both mechanisms
of unspecic adhesion and specic recognition help to solve the
public goods dilemma by privatizing the exchanged metabolites
within interacting groups.310

Recognition in microorganisms predominantly operates via
structures on the outer membrane308,311,312 and is generally
based on affinity between a receptor and an identication
molecule.313 Accordingly, the mostly protein-based adhesins
represent receptors that facilitate recognition via binding to
474 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
specic structures on the surface of another cell.314 Other
specic recognition systems can be pili,314 homotypic receptors
for self-recognition,315–317 the contact-dependent inhibition
system (CDI),242 and type VI secretion systems (T6SSs).318 These
systems mediate a remarkable spectrum of partner choice
ranging from interactions between different kingdoms such as
the host choice of microbiota319 to specic autoaggregation with
members of the same species.320

The molecular machinery that determines whether or not
two cells can interact with each other basically functions like
a greenbeard gene233 – i.e. a gene that allows cooperators to
recognize other cooperators and thus to preferentially direct
benets towards them. Increasing evidence demonstrates
greenbeards to be substantially more common in microorgan-
isms than originally thought.311,321–323 For instance, the Flo1
occulation gene of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the
csaA self-adhesion gene in the slime mould Dictyostelium dis-
coideumwere identied to represent such greenbeard genes that
are key for the establishment of cooperative groups.311,324 Only
carriers of the greenbeard genes are part of these groups and
thus can enjoy cooperative benets.228,230,321 In cooperative
cross-feeding, however, recognition and cooperation are two
separate functions. Hence, a non-cooperative carrier of the
green beard allele could evolve and thus undermine the iden-
tication system. Nevertheless, recognition likely requires close
physical contact, which automatically entails the above-
mentioned advantages of spatially structured metabolic inter-
actions. Thus, a dedicated recognition system would still allow
narrowing the spectrum of possible interaction partners to
a subset of principally suitable cells. While research on micro-
bial cooperation has focused more on traits like protection,
reproduction, and siderophore production, cross-feeding of
metabolites has received less attention so far. Thus, future work
should evaluate how common such genetic recognitions
systems are in natural microbial communities and whether they
are also involved in stabilizing metabolic interactions.

Another attachment mechanism is the establishment of
intercellular connections such as nanotubes, nanopods, or
vesicle chains that are used to exchange materials between
interacting cells (Fig. 4). In many of these cases, large clusters of
interconnected cells emerge143,147 that should favour cooperative
cross-feeding, because interactions within these clusters are
highly localized. Analogous to cells growing on two-
dimensional surfaces, also the self-organized growth of cells
within three-dimensional networks should favour clusters of
cooperative cells and penalize non-cooperators by spatial
isolation.

3.5.2.2.2 Indirect partner choice. Indirect partner choice
mechanisms lead to positive assortment of complementary
cooperators by antagonizing non-complementary or non-
cooperative genotypes. In general, this group of mechanisms
either kills other genotypes or species or prevents them from
invading a local population/community. Consequently, all cells
within the social group need to be resistant to the harmful
behaviour. By excluding other, potentially non-cooperating
genotypes from cooperative benets, indirect partner choice
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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mechanisms can result in a local enrichment of cooperating
genotypes.

Competition for space and other resources is common-place
in microbial communities.325–329 Under these conditions, geno-
types that can exclude or inactivate competitors are clearly at an
advantage, thus explaining the widespread distribution of
antagonistic behaviours among microorganisms.16,329,330

Whenever bacteria antagonize others, an almost automatic
consequence is that these behaviours decrease the genetic
diversity in the local community, thereby increasing the cohe-
siveness of the group displaying the harmful behaviour or being
immune to its consequences. Antagonistic behaviours can
facilitate the emergence and spread of cooperative behaviours
within such groups, because metabolites that are produced as
a cooperative act are more likely to benet other group
members. Discrimination against others can be achieved
passively by generating a restrictive chemical environment, for
instance by resource-depletion or pH-modication.331–333 The
resulting competitive exclusion will reduce the number of
genotypes present and possibly enrich close relatives of the
strains causing the environmental modication. A property
emerging from this process is oen that already established
bacterial communities, such as the ones colonizing corals,334

plant roots,320,335 or the intestine of animals,333,336,337 cannot be
invaded by other bacteria. This phenomenon has been termed
bacterial interference or colonization resistance.336,338,339 In the
context of metabolic cooperation within a spatially structured
bacterial community, the ability to prevent the establishment of
foreign bacterial genotypes may help to promote the exclusion
of exploitative individuals and thus to stabilize metabolic
cooperative interactions.

Alternatively, bacteria can actively express phenotypes that
inhibit or kill other bacteria in the vicinity. Besides the production
of antimicrobial compounds such as antibiotics or bacteriocins,333

bacteria use a range of other strategies to eliminate competitors
including harmful extracellular vesicles,340 contact-dependent
inhibition systems (CDI),328 or type VI secretion systems
(T6SS).328,341 Importantly, by killing genotypes that do not carry the
gene that confers resistance against the antagonistic trait, cells
that express the antagonistic trait and are resistant against it
qualify as harming greenbeards.321,323 In such a scenario, the local
elimination of susceptible genotypes generally increases genetic
homogeneity for the greenbeard allele and promotes positive
assortment. For example, the CDI-system of B. thailandensis was
demonstrated to be capable of antagonizing carriers of different
BcpA-CT and BcpI proteins, which were hence successfully
excluded from a biolm.323 Mutual antagonism between two
bacterial species via the T6SS was demonstrated to cause segre-
gation of different genotypes as well.342 Also in Bacillus species
that were isolated from fresh water sediments, antagonistic
interactions that were based on bacteriocin-like substances facil-
itated the assembly of cohesive communities, even in a homoge-
neous, aquatic environment.330 Under these conditions, positive
assortment can be facilitated when multiple cooperative geno-
types display the same antagonistic behaviour. This can even be
orchestrated in a synchronized release of the antagonizing
molecule in many individuals by quorum sensing.343–345
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Both passive and active discrimination mechanisms differ
drastically in the specicity, with which they affect other geno-
types. For example, antibiotics usually kill or inhibit the growth
of a broad range of bacterial species.346,347 In contrast, bacterio-
cins typically exhibit a narrow killing spectrum,346 enabling
producers to specically target other coexisting species or
genotypes of the same species.333,348 Increasing evidence suggests
that microorganisms are able to discriminate relatives with high
selectivity: antagonistic interactions were identied to facilitate
positive assortment among conspecic genotypes.233,329,342,349–351

Proteus mirabilis, Myxococcus xanthus, and Bacillus subtilis are
examples for bacterial species that can identify and antagonize
other strains.352–354 When different populations of these species
grow on two-dimensional surfaces, the formation of physical
boundaries, so-called demarcation- or Dienes lines, indicate the
presence of discrimination mechanisms.352–354 Strikingly, the
underlying recognition mechanisms are usually highly selective
and allow discrimination even within a species.313,352 Differences
in a few loci already cause the formation of Dienes lines between
swarming colonies of these bacteria.

The oen very high specicity of antagonistic discrimination
mechanisms combined with the fact that individual bacteria
commonly use multiple discrimination mechanisms simulta-
neously355 suggests that bacteria aim at maximizing the chance
to interact with desired genotypes of the same or different
species. Here, the presence of antagonistic functions and the
corresponding resistance genes serves as a system to discrimi-
nate bearers of these alleles (kin) from non-bearers (non-kin).355

Since these alleles can also be transferred via horizontal gene
transfer,356 kinship does not necessarily imply affiliation to the
same species. For this reason, the term kind discrimination is
more applicable under these conditions.233 If members of the
same kin/kind group engage in a mutualistic interaction, any
kin/kind discrimination mechanism will help to protect coop-
eration from exploitation, as recently demonstrated for swarms
of Bacillus subtilis.355 Moreover, positive assortment of genotypes
in populations of Vibrio cholerae that was mediated via the T6SS
correlated with increased cooperation.357 Accordingly, a phylo-
genetic comparison revealed that the extent of released public
goods, in this case proteins, correlated with the total number of
T6SS per strain, suggesting that positive assortment via killing
promotes the evolution of public goods cooperation.357 Unfor-
tunately, research in this eld is just beginning to appreciate the
potential signicance of indirect partner choice mechanisms for
the evolution of cooperative interactions. Thus, further research
is necessary to fully evaluate to which extent positive assortment
by specic discrimination mechanisms can favour cooperative
cross-feeding among different genotypes or species.
4 Consequences of obligate
metabolite cross-feeding

The evolutionary transition from a metabolically autonomous,
free-living life-style to a state, in which the tness of a bacterial
cell hinges on the obligate cross-feeding of metabolites with
other organisms has a number of signicant evolutionary
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 475
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consequences for the focal genotype. Some of these effects are
well-documented, while others are rather based on theoretical
considerations. In the following, we will provide an overview
over the manifold ramications arising from obligate coopera-
tive cross-feeding.
4.1. Negative frequency-dependent selection

As outlined above, evolutionary theory predicts obligate cooper-
ative interactions that are based on an exchange of public goods
to be notoriously unstable.22,228–230 Particularly when cooperating
and non-cooperating individuals have equal access to the coop-
erative public good, non-cooperators are expected to gain
a signicant tness advantage relative to cooperating types,
which ultimately should result in a collapse of the cooperative
interaction. Surprisingly, this outcome is rarely observed in cases
where essential metabolites are cooperatively exchanged (but see
ref. 358). Instead, obligate cooperative cross-feeding interactions
are commonly stabilized by negative frequency-dependent
selection. Frequency dependence describes an evolutionary
process, in which the tness of a given genotype depends on the
relative frequency of other genotypes in the total population. In
the case of negative frequency-dependent selection, the tness of
a certain genotype decreases as it becomes more common in
a given population. From this, results a stabilizing force that
maintains interacting genotypes in the long-run.359–362

Negative frequency-dependence has been shown to operate in
both one-way by-product207,363 and two-way cooperative cross-
feeding interactions.74 In both cases, frequencies of the two
interacting cell types oscillated around a stable equilibrium point
that most likely was determined by rates of metabolite produc-
tion and consumption. Interestingly, the same pattern prevails
when non-cooperators are included: also consortia consisting of
amino acid cross-feeding E. coli cells and non-cooperating auxo-
trophs74 or cocultures between producers of a public good and
the corresponding non-cooperators258,360,364–367 were stabilized by
negative frequency-dependent selection. Observing negative
frequency-dependent selection for different types of metabolic
interactions in both spatially structured and unstructured envi-
ronments suggests this pattern is a common principle emerging
in synergistic microbial communities.

However, cooperators and non-cooperating individuals of
the abovementioned examples are unlikely to have equal access
to the cooperatively produced metabolite. Instead, mechanisms
of positive assortment, which have either evolved or result as
a by-product from other features of the interaction, ensure the
cooperatively producedmetabolite is predominantly benetting
other producing genotypes. Examples of such mechanisms
include a privatization of metabolites or biosynthetic functions
due to contact-dependent exchange mechanisms74,147 or the
localization of public goods in spatially structured
environments.255,256,258,261,265–267

As a consequence, no genotype can take over in these obli-
gate interactions. Instead, negative frequency-dependence
maintains genotypic diversity.167,259,368 A prediction that follows
from this is that the evolution of cooperative cross-feeding
should promote a metabolic and genotypic diversication
476 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
within microbial communities. Indeed, this pattern has been
repeatedly observed in theoretical models167 and experimentally
evolved microbial communities.56,207

4.2 Coevolutionary dynamics

Unfortunately, very little is known on the coevolutionary
consequences resulting from cooperative cross-feeding.369 An
important aspect is certainly the positive feed-back loop that
results when positive assortment assures repeated interactions
among complementary partners across generations (i.e. partner
delity feedback):76 in reciprocal cross-feeding interactions, an
increased metabolic investment on one side automatically
enhances growth and thus also metabolite production on the
other side.69 Thus, continued coevolution is expected to
increase productivity in cross-feeding communities, which is
corroborated by experimental evidence.370

For antagonistic interactions such as host–parasite interac-
tions, both empirical and theoretical work suggest increased rates
of molecular evolution (i.e. red-queen effect),371 mainly affecting
loci involved in virulence and resistance. In contrast, much less
research has been devoted to the question how mutualistic inter-
actions – such as cooperative cross-feeding – affect rates of evolu-
tion. Theoretical work implies that in mutualistic interactions,
species generally evolve more slowly to increase their share of the
benets (i.e. red-king effect372). Experimental tests whether hori-
zontally or vertically transmitted bacterial symbionts indeed evolve
to some point of evolutionary stasis,373 however, revealed incon-
clusive patterns.374 Thus, further work should examine in more
detail how synergistic coevolution affects the rate of evolution.

Finally, also the genomic signature that results from syner-
gistic coevolution of cross-feeding genotypes is not very well
understood. Given the transient nature of cross-feeding inter-
actions, it is for example unclear, whether a pattern of reciprocal
coevolutionary change, in which mutations in one interaction
partner favour a specic set of mutations in the other partner,
can be expected. Coevolution experiments with syntrophic con-
sortia consisting of a sulfate reducer (Desulfovibrio vulgaris) and
a hydrogenotrophic methanogen (Methanococcus maripaludis)
for 1000 generations documented an extremely rapid loss of
functional independence of Desulfovibrio vulgaris, which was
driven by a mutational inactivation of genes involved in sulfate
respiration.375 Also pairs of lactic acid bacteria (i.e. Streptococcus
thermophilus and Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus) that
have been serially propagated in coculture to ferment yoghurt
reciprocally exchange a larger number of metabolites in
a mutualistic manner.376 This striking metabolic complemen-
tarity, which likely evolved in response to the ecological inter-
action between both species, is largely due to gene loss.377,378

Given that consortia of co-occurring bacterial endosymbi-
onts89,223,379 display a similar pattern on a genomic level, it is
tempting to speculate that metabolic complementarity is
a common outcome of a synergistic metabolic coevolution.

4.3 Formation of intercellular metabolic networks

The frequent loss of metabolic genes from microbial genomes
along with intricate patterns of cross-feeding, where other
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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coexisting genotypes compensate the functional deciency,
suggests that within bacterial consortia, metabolism is oen
a community-level property and not a feature of an individual
cell any more. If true, this implies that a bacterial communities'
metabolism is in essence a super-metabolic network, where
many of its constituents perform specialized biosynthetic or
catabolic tasks that also benet other members of the
community. Indeed, recent metagenomic and empirical surveys
of environmental bacterial communities have revealed that
individual genotypes in a community can have distinct patterns
of amino acid auxotrophies, such that some members lack
multiple biosynthesis pathways, and, at the same time,
specialize in the production of another set of amino
acids.23,378,380,381 Also specialized genotypes have been found,
which provide biosynthetically expensive amino acids to other
community members.380 Moreover, coevolved symbiotic inter-
actions between bacteria and higher organisms oen show
signatures of a functional fusion, in which interacting parties
operate as one integrated metabolic unit. For instance, the
partitioning of biosynthetic pathways between host and endo-
symbionts219,382 or between multiple, co-occurring endosymbi-
onts187,383 illustrates that only the sum of the organismal
metabolic pathways can satisfy the nutritional needs of all
interacting parties.187

Metabolic cross-feeding interactions can strongly deter-
mine community structure and function.380 As discussed
above, the establishment of such interactions is driven by
a complex interplay between tness-advantages of individual
mutants and the eco-evolutionary dynamics between multiple
genotypes. Ultimately, the highly-conserved structure of core
metabolic pathways in otherwise rather divergent bacterial
lineages could guide the evolutionary self-organization of
metabolic exchange even between very different bacterial
species.384 Whether and to which extent microbial communi-
ties act as one integrated metabolic unit that maximizes both
productivity and stability of the entire consortium, however,
needs to be addressed in future studies. Here, targeted anal-
yses of the metabolic abilities and activities of individual
strains living in natural bacterial communities are necessary
to identify whether the distribution of metabolic functions
within these communities is indeed determined by global
constraints that are dictated by the structure of the underlying
metabolic network.385,386
4.4 Bacterial unculturability

In 1932, Razumov was isolating freshwater bacteria and noticed
that the majority of bacteria, which he observed under the
microscope, resisted cultivation on agar plates.387 Since then,
microbiologists have repeatedly corroborated that less than 1%
of all archaea and bacteria can be grown in vitro388 – a problem
that has been popularized as the great plate count anomaly.389

Accordingly, recent advances in metagenome sequencing of
environmental samples revealed not only the presence of
a tremendous microbial diversity, but also discovered
completely novel genera and even phyla, which have not been
isolated yet.390–392
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Many potential explanations have been proposed to account
for the unculturability of most bacterial species. These can be
grouped into four main categories:

(1) Niche mismatch: Mismatch between the physiological
and nutritional requirements of a bacterial strain and the
conditions provided (e.g. pH, temperature, salts, minerals, and
nutrient levels).393,394

(2) Dormancy: Bacterial cells might be viable, but
unculturable.395,396

(3) Antagonistic effects: Competitively superior strains
outcompete others and/or produce toxic compounds (e.g. anti-
biotics) to kill or inhibit other strains.14,397

(4) Obligate metabolic interactions: Bacterial strains have
evolved obligate metabolic relationships with other neighbours
in their environment. Thus, attempts to isolate a single species
must fail, because of the lacking nutrients or biochemical
functions.398,399

Although all of the above-mentioned reasons likely
contribute to explaining the unculturability of many bacterial
isolates, accumulating experimental evidence suggests that an
obligate exchange of metabolites or biochemical functions
among bacterial strains is particularly important in this context.
For example, attempts to preserve ecological interaction within
microbial communities has signicantly increased bacterial
recovery. In 2002, Kaeberlein et al. designed a diffusion
chamber, which allowed an exchange of metabolites between
cells and their environment, but prevented a mixing of cells.400

Using this system, the authors managed to isolate novel
cultures, which increased bacterial culturability to up to 50%.401

Interestingly, some of the isolated strains did not grow on
synthetic media aerwards, indicating that a direct contact with
the native microbial community was essentially required for
growth.400 Other related isolation techniques are enrichment
cultures, in which environmental conditions are tailored to
favour certain genotypes,402 or dilution cultures, where envi-
ronmental samples are diluted to low, but known cell
numbers.403 Both approaches frequently do not result in the
isolation of individual strains, but mixtures of strains that can
only grow together, but not in isolation.85 Thus, this method
provides the opportunity to isolate coexisting genotypes that
cross-feed essential metabolites and study their interaction in
more detail. Taken together, the available evidence suggests
that metabolic interdependencies within natural microbial
communities are an important determinant of the commonly
observed unculturability of natural bacterial isolates.
4.5 Levels of selection and transitions in individuality

When auxotrophic bacteria engage in cooperative cross-feeding
with other bacterial cells, the question arises whether natural
selection acts on individual bacterial cells or if groups of cells
are the unit of selection. Before addressing this question, some
relevant key terms need to be dened: an ‘evolutionary indi-
vidual’ is the unit, whose frequencies are adjusted by natural
selection.404,405 Traits that determine the Darwinian tness of
such an individual must be heritable, variable, and give rise to
differential reproduction among competing individuals that
Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488 | 477
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Fig. 9 Multi-level selection favours cooperative cross-feeding. Cells
in a global pool assemble into clusters consisting of non-cooperative
(white) and cooperative (grey) cells. On a cluster-level, non-cooper-
ating cells gain a selective advantage over cooperators, because they
save the costs of metabolite production. However, the productivity of
clusters depends on the relative proportion of cooperative cells within
a cluster. As a consequence, differential growth of clusters selects
against non-cooperation and favours cooperation on a global level.
Modified after ref. 426 and 427.
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differ in the respective trait.404,406 As a consequence, natural
selection does not only act on, for example, populations of
bacterial cells, but can simultaneously operate on lower (e.g.
plasmids inside of bacterial cells) or higher levels (e.g. multi-
cellular prokaryotes such as cyanobacteria). A transition in
individuality is now observed when the level of selection is
shied from lower level units that are units of selection them-
selves, to a higher-level entity, which is composed of several
lower-level units.406 The tness of the collective that emerges
during this transition is not proportional to the average tness
of the assembled lower-level units, but an emergent property of
the higher-level entity.407–409 Moreover, aer the transition,
“genetic information is transmitted between generations” such
that “entities that were capable of independent replication
before the transition can replicate only as part of a larger whole
of it”.410 Major leaps in biological complexity have resulted from
evolutionary transitions, during which previously independent
organisms were functionally integrated to form a new, higher-
level entity.411–413 Eminent examples of such transformative
events include the origin of the eukaryotic cell414,415 or the
emergence of plastids from a cyanobacterial progenitor.416

How does natural selection now act in bacterial commu-
nities that engage in obligate cooperative cross-feeding of
metabolites? First, it is important to recognize that under
these conditions, tness is not only determined by the traits of
the individual cells, but is a property that emerges from
interactions among cells.74,417 Even if cells that do not invest in
the cooperative production of shared metabolites may save the
cost of metabolite production,418,419 their lack of investment in
cooperative cross-feeding likely curtails their own tness. This
is largely due to the fact that multi-level selection acts on both
the level of individual cells and on groups of cells (e.g. sub-
populations, different parts of the same biolm, cell clus-
ters, and so on). Auxotrophic cells of a local community
assemble in groups to facilitate the exchange of metabo-
lites.147,420 Growth of cells within such a group depends on the
genotypic composition of the whole group: clusters that
contain more cooperative cells grow more than clusters con-
sisting mainly of non-cooperators (Fig. 9). Even if non-
cooperators gain an advantage in their local group, they are
selected against on a global level, if more cooperative groups
export their productivity in subsequent rounds of assembly
and disassembly. Different mechanisms of positive assort-
ment (Fig. 8) and principles of self-organization,256,260 ensure
that cooperative cells remain associated with other coopera-
tors over time.

A second important consequence of living in a close
metabolic entanglement with other bacterial cells is that the
mutational landscape, which is available to a cell to improve
its tness, will likely dependent on the current interaction
partner. Thus, the spectrum of mutations that is expected to
be favoured within cross feeding interactions should be radi-
cally different from those that might be benecial in a meta-
bolically autonomous bacterium. Hence, mutations that arise
from within these interactions and which improve the
performance of the cell group (e.g. mutations increasing
among-cell adhesion or levels of metabolite production), are
478 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2018, 35, 455–488
likely maladaptive outside these interactions and thus, should
be interpreted as group-level adaptations.

Finally, the question remains: are groups of bacteria, whose
survival depends on obligate cross-feeding of metabolites, evolu-
tionary individuals? Put differently: what is the unit that is most
relevant to evolution – the individual cell that is unable to survive
in isolation, or the group of cells, in which auxotrophic bacteria
can thrive? If groups were the relevant evolutionary individual,
cell groups would have undergone a transition in individuality. To
answer this question, it is useful to consider cases, in which a new
individual has been formed by natural selection upon the
merging of previously independent lower-level units and identify
hallmarks that characterize these cases (Table 1).

Evaluating whether consortia of cross-feeding bacteria full
these criteria indicates that even though important features
such as mutual dependence, functional specialisation, cooper-
ation, and cell-attachment result almost automatically from
cooperative cross-feeding, a striking difference is that these
interactions are oen transient (Table 1). Due to the oen non-
permanent nature of association between cells, heritability of
group-traits is likely low. Moreover, cross-feeding consortia do
not form a cohesive unit that is clearly delimitable from other
cells in the environment, but rather a delicate network of
transiently interacting cells. Nevertheless, selection is expected
to favour extended associations between compatible genotypes.
Moreover, frequency-dependent selection and spatial self-
organization within clusters should adjust the mixture and
the positioning of cells within clusters, thus maximizing the
supply of limiting metabolites for cooperative cells.420 Muta-
tions that were favourable in the context of one group, might
work equally well when the focal mutant is combined with other
genotypes, thus compensating for the lack of a strict vertical
transmission. Finally, repeated bouts of association and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Table 1 Consortia of bacteria that engage in obligate cooperative cross-feeding of metabolites show hallmarks of a transition in individuality

Characteristic Cooperative cross-feeding bacteria Example

Mutual dependencea Yes 428
Functional specialisation of cells/division of labourb Yes 429 and 430
Cooperation Yes 151 and 431
Group-level reproductionc Likely yes, to some extent 432
Cell-attachment Yes, but likely transient 147 and 419
Strict vertical transmission Likely not
Conict resolution strategies Yes 256 and 433
Coordination of cellular activities Yes 417 and 426

a Reproduction only as part of a multicellular consortium. b Synergistic tness benet arises upon combination of functions. c Groups of cross-
feeding bacteria beget new groups.
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disassociation allow to purge detrimental mutations on
a cluster-level, thus accelerating molecular evolution. Taken
together, consortia of bacteria that engage in obligate cooper-
ative cross-feeding do not form a coherent, multicellular
organism. Still, their performance results from complex meta-
bolic interactions among the constituent cells, which is more
than the sum of its parts. Future work is necessary to determine
how durable cross-feeding interactions are and how this affects
coevolution of interacting cells.
5 Concluding remarks

Our comprehensive analysis of the available literature
revealed how commonly bacteria are involved in metabolic
cross-feeding interactions with other bacteria, archaea, or
eukaryotic organisms (Fig. 3). Particularly striking was the
tremendous diversity in terms of mode of metabolite
exchange that characterized the analysed interactions (Fig. 4).
What also became obvious from screening the available
literature, however, is that despite intensive efforts to study
the molecular details of numerous metabolic cross-feeding
interactions during the past decades,23,63,376 ecological or
evolutionary aspects of these interactions are still notoriously
understudied. Moreover, research attention so far has been
mainly directed towards a relatively small set of model
systems that have been studied in more detail.23,63,376 Thus,
more empirical work is required to systematically compare
cross-feeding interactions of different environmental origins
and taxonomic compositions. In addition, the prevalence and
ecological signicance of metabolite cross-feeding should be
increasingly analysed in different natural microbial commu-
nities, especially focussing on its importance for structuring
these communities. Finally, the analysis of isolated consortia
should be complemented by studies of synthetically engi-
neered or experimentally evolved interactions, in which the
causal molecular and evolutionary factors can be identied
much easier.

With the growing realization that metabolic interactions
within microbial communities and populations are key for
determining human health,8 global biogeochemical cycles6 or
the yield in biotechnological production processes,421 the need
to understand the rules that govern the emergence and evolu-
tion of these interactions is becoming particularly urgent.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Undoubtedly, the development of new technologies to
chemically identify and characterize exchanged metabolites, to
derive transcriptional and proteomic information of individual
genotypes in a coculture context, as well as to differentially label
and image interacting cells under controlled conditions, will
signicantly advance the study of microbial metabolite
exchange.13 Especially the possibility to combine different
methods will provide exciting opportunities, such as to image
living cocultures on a single-cell level and simultaneously
visualize the distribution of metabolites with a high spatial
resolution. Moreover, current computational advances in
simulating metabolic processes of cells that are embedded in
complex communities hold the potential to predict bacterial
metabolite exchange interactions based on the genome
sequence of the organisms present in the community.422,423

A wealth of exciting research opportunities is waiting in this
rapidly emerging eld. Interesting questions that should be
addressed in the future include (i) which ecological factors
determine the assembly of metabolically interacting consortia
in natural microbial communities (e.g. motility, chemotaxis,
antagonistic interactions)? (ii) How stable/transient are obligate
metabolic interactions in natural environments? (iii) Which
evolutionary consequences result for genotypes that transition
into an obligate metabolic dependency with other genotypes
(e.g. local adaptation, genome streamlining, improved effi-
ciency)? (iv) Which rules govern the division of metabolic
functions within microbial communities? or (v) Are clusters of
metabolite cross-feeding cells evolutionary individuals?

Evolution does not only proceed by giving rise to new
species, but also by merging previously independent organisms
into new life-forms.424 Consequently, intricate metabolic inter-
dependencies between two or more individuals are a general
feature of life. Answering the abovementioned questions using
metabolite cross-feeding within microbial communities as
a tractable model therefore holds the potential to help resolve
the fundamental evolutionary problem of how biological
complexity can emerge from the establishment of cooperative
interactions among simpler units.
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